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ABSTRACT 
Most investors, either individuals or institutions, when holding an investment 
portfolio, usually incorporate equities as one of the components of the diversified 
portfolio mix. Equities investment strategy can either be short term or long term. 
Some investors who are more aggressive in nature, prefer investing in warrants or 
covered warrants，because of higher gearing than stocks，which imply higher returns or 
bigger losses. 4 
Li summary, a warrant or covered warrant gives the owner the option to 
exchange for a predetermined number of the underlying security or securities at a 
predetermined terms and price. Upon its expiration, the warrant becomes a piece of 
"wall paper" and thus, commences no value. 
Our study is going to examine whether the covered warrants oil the 33 
constituent stocks in the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong are fairly priced. We will 
introduce what warrants and covered warrants are in the first chapter and outline the 
covered warrants market in Hong Kong. Literature review will be followed on both 
the Binomial Tree model and the Black-Scholes model. 
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In the Binomial Tree model, the life of covered warrant is divided into many 
small time intervals. The probability and magnitude of stock price moving up and 
down are computed. This data will be used to construct a tree of stock prices, and by 
working backward through the tree, the fair value of covered warrant can be 
calculated. The Binomial Tree model gives the exact value of both European and 
American styles call or put option on dividend-paying and non-dividend paying stocks. 
The Black-Scholes model was developed by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes 
in the early 1970's. The model takes into account of factors such as the stock price，its 
volatility, exercise price and time to expiry of options and the risk-free interest rate 
which affect how the investors price and hedge options. Black fiirther gave 
procedures to approximate the value of American option in accounting for the dividend 
payment and possibility of early exercise. In our study, we assume that the Black's 
approximation is a good C4proxy" to the actual theoretical values of the covered 
warrants which are calculated by the Binomial Tree model. Section 3.6 provides 
detailed analysis on this important assumption. 
September 1，1994 to August 31，1995 lias been chosen as the period of study. 
A total of 49 covered warrants were being analyzed with computer. We then compare 
tlie daily closing market prices of the covered warrants with the theoretical prices 
calculated according to the Black's approximation by setting up the following two-
tailed hypothesis test: 
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Ho : Pw - Ptw = 0 
Hi : Pw - Ptw <> 0 
where Pw 二 the Daily closing prices of covered warrant 
Ptw = the Theoretical prices under the Black's approximation 
Our findings show that, with 95 percent confidence level, the covered warrants 
are not fairly priced according to the model. Further examination of the statistics 
reveals that the market prices are consistently higher than the theoretical values. 
This gives us an implication. When the covered warrant expires, its time value 
diminishes and its market value will be very close or equal to the theoretical value at 
expiration. Usually this value is the intrinsic value of the derivative product. From this 
point of view, the investor who takes a long position in covered warrant during the life 
of it will have a higher chance of losing money than making money from it. 
Nevertheless, there are many other factors affecting the return on investing in this kind 
of derivative product. 
We suggest that the various length of period chosen to calculate volatility may 
cause the difference between market prices and theoretical prices. The length of 
period varies by investors, wliich result in differences in the determination of fair values 
oil covered warrants. In general, a higher volatility means a higher theoretical price. 
Besides, the transaction costs, the expectations on dividend payments and stock price 
movements may be the reasons causing the differences between covered warrant's 
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market prices and its theoretical prices. Different investors have different cTair" values 
in their minds, resulting in 110 universal fair value for covered warrants even if the 
investors use the same pricing model. 
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1.1 Objective of Study 
Our study will examine whether the covered warrants, which are listed in the 
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (HKSE), are fairly priced. 
We will focus on the trading prices of covered warrants, instead of the issued 
prices put forth by the merchant banks which issued the covered warrants. 
1.2 Scope of Study 
We will restrict our studies to those covered warrants on the 33 constituent 
stocks composing the Hang Seng Index (HSI). September 1, 1994 to August 31，1995 
lias been chosen as the period of study. The reason of selecting this time frame is that 
HSI dropped from 10280 points in September 9, 1994 to 6890 points in January 23， 
1995, and soared to 9820 points in July 13，1995. Thus we can divide this study into 
two stages to examine whether there is any changes in the underlying market 
situations. 
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1.3 Background on Warrant and Covered Warrant 
1.3.1 What is Warrant and Covered Warrant? 
A warrant or covered warrant gives the owner the option to exchange for a 
predetermined number of the utiderlying security or securities at a predetermined terms 
and price. 
Warrants are always issued by the company for its own securities. It will 
involve issue of new shares when the warrants are exercised. 
Covered warrant is issued not by the company itself but by merchant bank or 
major shareholder of the company. The word "covered" refers to the fact that the 
issuer own at least a certain amount of underlying securities available for warrant 
holders' exercise. It will not involve in issue of uew shares. 
Thus, a covered warrant is exactly the same as a call option. However, Bo die, 
Kane and Marcus1 gave a clear distinction between warrants issued by the company 
and options: 
1 Bodie Zvi, Kane Alex and Marcus Alan J. Investments 2nd ed. Irwin: Boston 1993. 
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Warrants are essentially call options issued by a firm. 
One important difference between calls and warrants is that 
exercise of a warrant requires the firm to issue a new share of stock to 
satisfy its obligation - the total number of shares outstanding increase. 
Exercise of a call option requires only that the writer of the 
call deliver an already-issued share of stock to discharge the 
obligation. In this case, the number of shares outstanding remains 
fixed. 
Also unlike call options, warrants result in a cash flow to the 
firm when the warrant holder pays the exercise price. These 
differences mean warrant values will differ somewhat from the values 
of call options with identical terms. 
1.3.2 Convertible Concept 
The concept is to give the warrant holder a right, but not obligation to exercise. 
There is a constrain of time that only on or before when the right is valid. After the 
deadline is passed (we use the term "expired"), the warrant becomes nothing but a 
piece of paper. In Hong Kong, we colloquially call it "a sheet of wall paper" after it 
expired. 
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Like option, warrant or covered warrant has a stated exercise price, with which 
the holder has to pay to the issuer to exchange for the underlying stock during 
exercise. This exercise price will be adjusted for stock dividends or stock splits, but 
NOT for cash dividend. There is a problem when warrants are issued against dividend-
paying stocks. The warrant holder is not entitled to dividends. In fact the warrant 
holder loses every time when a cash dividend is paid, because the dividend reduces 
stock price and thus reduces the value of the warrant. It may pay to exercise the 
warrant before maturity ill order to capture the extra income.2 
1.3.3 Purposes of Issue 
(a) Sweetener 
Warrant may be issued by the company as dividend to its existing shareholders. 
In this case there will not be any cash outflow from the corrqjaiiy. 
Warrauts are often sold as part of a package of other securities. Thus, the firm 
might make a "combination offer" of bonds and warrants. If the warrants are 
detachable, a portion of the proceeds from the sale would be shown separately on the 
balance sheet as the value of the warrants, and the remainder would be shown as debt. 
Brealey Richard A. and Myers Stewart C. Principles of Corporate Finance 4th ed. 
McGraw-Hill: New York 1991. 
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Bodie also highlighted the important use of warrants: 
Like convertible debt, warrant terms may be tailored to meet 
the needs of the firm. Also like convertible debt, warrants generally 
are protected against stock splits and dividends in that the exercise 
price and the number of warrants held are adjusted to offset the effects 
of the split 
Warrants are often issued in conjunction with another security. 
Bonds, for example, may be packaged together with a warrant 
"sweetener, ” frequently a warrant that may be sold separately. This is 
called a detachable warrant. 
(b) Fund Raising 
Warrants are also issued for ftmd raising purpose and there will have cash 
inflow to the company from the subscribers on the warrants. In the other words, the 
company sells warrants and gets the net proceeds to provide capital funding. 
It always involves cashflow in the case of covered warrant issue. The issuer 
who writes tlie covered warrants will receive net proceeds from the sales of covered 
wamrnts. The purpose, without any doubts, of issuing covered warrants is for fund 
raising, 110 matter tlie issuer says that it is for risk management or whatsoever purposes 
they are. 
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1.3.4 Dilution Effect 
Dilution refers to the situation that the exercise of warrant issued by the 
company will increase the total number of shares. The value of the company will be 
increased by the net proceeds because of the exercise, but at the same time the increase 
in the number of outstanding shares will affect the per share value of the ordinary 
stock. However, covered warrant does not have dilution effect，simply because 
exercise of it does not involve any issue of new share. 
in addition, option refers to those that can be traded in the open market, no 
matter it is traded in the exchange or in the OTC market. In this sense, the option does 
not have any dilution effect. This was confirmed by Brealey , who stated that: 
Firms with significant amounts of warrants or convertible 
issues outstanding are required to report earnings on a ‘‘fully diluted" 
basis. This problem of dilution never arises with call options. 
3 He also illustrated the dilution effect in a simple way. Owing to the dilution effect, 
the value of the warrant issued by the company is: 
Warrant value = [ 1 / ( 1 + q ) ] x maximum ( V / N - E , 0 ) 
at maturity 
where V = value of equity of the company 
N = number of shares outstanding 
E = exercise price of warrants 
q = number of warrants issued per share outstanding 
which is different from the value of an equivalent call option, which has 
no dilution effect, on the same stock: 
Call Option = maximum ( V / N - E ， 0 ) 
value at maturity 
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1.3.5 Valuation of Warrant/Covered Warrant 
As discussed above, warrants and covered warrants are essentially call options. 
We will make use of the techniques on option pricing to evaluate the fair price of 
covered warrant in our study. 
Values of option can be calculated by the Binomial model and the Black-
Scholes model. In our study, we will focus oil the later oiie. Details in the two models 
will be reviewed in next chapter. The underlying stocks of the covered warrants in our 
study paid dividends in our period of study, and adjustments will be made to the 
models accordingly. 
Since the subject in our studies is covered warrant, we are not required to 
adjust for any dilution effect. 
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1.4 Warrant/Covered Warrant Market in Hong Kong 
At the end of November 1995, there were totally 153 warrants and 87 covered 
warrants being listed in the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (HKSE). At the same 
time, there were 540 companies listed in the HKSE, with market capitalization of 
HK$2,300 billion or US$295 billion equivalent. Hong Kong's stock market is the 
sixth largest in the world. 
The concept of issuing warrant was introduced to Hong Kong in late 1980's. 
At that time, Sino Land Co. Ltd., a local property developing company, used the issue 
to raise fonds for its development projects. Covered warrant issues were made 
popular in early 90’s by the major shareholders of some blue chip companies, who 
wrote covered warrants to the general public to raise fimds. 
Unlike other countries, the warrants and covered warrants in Hong Kong 
usually are not attached to any other marketable securities. Instead, they are listed in 
the exchange individually. 
A Source : Monthly Market Statistics by The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong November 1995 
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1.4.1 Expiry 
Warrants and covered warrants are usually issued with lifetimes of 15 months 
to 24 months. However, warrants can be issued for longer or shorter maturity so as to 
cope with the financial needs of the company or the need of the market. For example, 
when the market is not so bullish, the covered warrant issuer is more likely to issue 
new warrants with shorter maturity at lower price (premium) to attract subscribers. 
There are also examples of warrants with long maturity. An example is the one 
issued by HKR Liternational Ltd., which is a cash rich coir^pany in Hong Kong, with its 
major business in property development. The warrants were issued by the company 
itself as special dividend and paid together with a 5-year bond to the shareholders of 
the company on July 1995.5 The warrants will expire on 2000 and the trading on this 
warrant is quite active. There was no cash inflow or outflow from tke company due to 
the issues. These issues of warrants and bonds not only allowed the management to 
retain a huge amount of cash in the company for new projects, and at the same time 
made the shareholders happy because they got generous dividend payout. 
5 Source : Securities Journal October 1995 
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1.4.2 Forms of Issue 
In general, warrants in Hong Kong are issued together with the payment of 
cash dividends. For example, in October 1994, Century City International Holdings 
Ltd. paid out one 1995 warrant for every 10 shares, one 1996 warrant for every 20 
shares, HKS0.025 as interim dividend and HK$0.10 as special dividend for every 
outstanding share.6 
In some cases, warrants were paid to shareholders in the form of specie 
dividend and not paid together with any cash dividend. Even in some cases the 
companies issued warrants not in any particular result announcement date or not 
together with any dividend payout. An example was the issue of call warrants issued 
by Guangnan (Holdings) Ltd. on its own stock on November 29, 1995. The issue 
was tailor-made for the purpose of fiuid raising to acquire existing business from its 
parent coirqpany. The proceeds to the company due to the issue was about HKS52.80 
million. 
Those covered warrants which were issued by merchant banks are generally 
issued for reducing their downside risk. When a merchant bank has already bought the 
stocks for investment purpose, it has an exposure to the decline in stock price. Then, 
what the merchant bank does is to issue covered warrants to protect the value of its 
portfolio on hand. 
6 Source : Securities Journal December 1994 
Source : South China Morning Post 
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For example, a merchant bank or securities house owns a certain amount of 
ordinary stock, it may issue warrants on the stock to the public or individual investors 
and the effective result on the issuer is equivalent to writing a call option 011 the stock 
on hand. Since the issuer has the underlying stock, the issue is "covered" and we call 
the derivative "covered warrant". 
1.4.3 Trading Forums 
Some of the issues are private deals between merchant banks, securities houses, 
institutional investors, corporate buyers or other big investors. The warrajQts or 
covered warrants issued may not eventually be listed in any stock exchange but can be 
traded only in over-the-counter (OTC) market. 
Some issues, because of the strict regulation of the HKSE, cannot be listed in 
Hong Kong but listed in another overseas stock exchange. For example, HKSE does 
not allow listing of covered warrants on the company which market capitalization is 
less than 11K$10 billion or mass holding is less than HK$5 billion. Thus merchant 
banks were unable to issue and list covered warrants for small companies in the HKSE. 
Therefore, the merchant banks go overseas and one of the most popular 
overseas stock exchanges favored by issuers is the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, 
mainly due to the loose regulations in that exchange. 
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A recent example of these kinds of issue was the covered warrants issued by 
Credit Lyonnais oil Paul Y.-ITC Construction Holdings Ltd. The issue was made in 
September 1995 and a total of 50 million units of 6Cup-and-out" European style call 
warrants were placed to institutional and individual investors with a total consideration 
of HK$17.12 million. The covered warrants is currently listed in the Luxembourg 
Stock Exchange. 
1.4.4 Underlying Securities 
In addition to the existing stocks, sometimes the issues are based on index or a 
basket of stocks. Ail example of this kind is the call warrants issued by Morgan 
Stanley (Jersey) Ltd. on Hang Seng Index in April 1995.9 
An example of issue of call warrants on a basket of stocks was the one issued 
by Credit Lyonnais on November 2, 1995. It was the issue of an American style call 
warrants on a basket of three hotel stocks which are listed in the HKSE. The warrant 
will expire in two years and they are listed in Luxembourg. The warrants were placed 
to fund managers in Hoiig Koiig and London and the total consideration is about 
US$2.45 million.10 However, our studies focus only on the covered warrants listed in 
the HKSE. 
8 Source : Credit Lyonnais Finance (Guernsey) Ltd. 
9 Source : The Securities Journal October 1995 
10 Source : Credit Lyonnais Finance (Guernsey) Ltd. 
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2.1 Binomial Tree Model 
Binomial Tree model gives the exact value of both European and American 
style call or put option on dividend paying and non-dividend paying stocks. 
We are going to examine how the Binomial Tree model can be utilized to find 
the value of option oil 11011-dividend paying stocks. Binomial Tree model assumes that 
stock price movements are binomial in a short period of time of length, r. We divide 
the life of the option into a large number of small time intervals of length r. The stock 
price will either move up from its initial value, S, to Su (S multiplied by u where u is 
greater than 1) or move down to Sd (S multiplied by d where d is less than 1) after 
each small time interval. However, the probability of moving up or going down may 
not be equal and therefore, we assume the probability of an up movement is p and the 
probability of a down movement is (1-/?). 
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Under the assumption on the risk-neutral valuation11，the relationships among 
u, d and p are implied as follows: 
u 二 ef5root(T) 
d = e"droot(T) 
p = d)/(u-d) 
where a = e rT 
d = volatility of stock price 
Given the above conditions, a tree of stock prices is being constructed fVoin 
time zero，where the stock price equals to S, to the expiry of the option. On the tree， 
there are full of c<nodes" on which all the possible stock prices will be marked. For 
example, at time r, there are two nodes with two possible stock prices, Su and Sd. At 
time 2r, there are three nodes with three possible stock prices, Su2, S and Sa. In 
general, at time ir, there are i+1 stock prices: 
S uJ d ''J where j = 0, 1... i 
11 “It (risk-neutral valuation) means that investors ’ risk preferences have no effect on 
the value of a stock option when it is expressed as a function of the price of 
the underlying stock... Risk-neutral valuation is a very powerful tool. 
This is because in a risk-neutral world two particularly simple results hold: 
1. The expected return from all securities is the risk-free interest rate. 
2. The risk-free interest rate is the appropriate discount rate to apply to 
any expected future cash flow.” 
Hull John C. Introduction to Futures and Options Markets 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1995. 
12 Ail example of a tree of stock prices can be found in page 338 of Options, Futures, 
and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. by John Hull. 
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After constructing the tree of stock prices, the values of option can be 
calculated backward from the expiry of the option, time T, to time zero. The values of 
option at time T corresponding to different stock prices is equal to the intrinsic values 
at that time and can be found easily with the tree. Therefore, the value of option at 
one period before expiry, i.e. T - r, can be found by discounting the option's expected 
value with the risk-ftee interest rate. Consequently, after working backward through 
the tree, the theoretical value of option at time zero can be found.13 
If the stock pays dividend, then the whole calculation will be the same, with 
only one exception, i.e. the stock price will be adjusted for the dividend at the time 
period the stock goes ex-dividend. 
When working backward from time T for an American style option, the 
calculated option value on each node should be compared with the intrinsic value of 
option on that node. If the former is smaller than the later，then early exercise will be 
preferable and the value of option will be replaced by the intrinsic value oil that 
particular node. All other calculations will remain the same. 
Comf)uter software, such as BOPS (Basic Option Pricing System, J Financial 
Systems Inc. 1990), are available to calculate the theoretical values of option for the 
Binomial Tree model. We will apply this in later section. 
13 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. Chapter 14 
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2.2 Black-Scholes Model 
In the early 1970s, Fischer Black and Myron Scholes made a 
major breakthrough in the pricing of stock options. This has had a 
huge influence on the way in which market participants price and 
hedge options.14 
Black and Scholes considered the stock price and its volatility, exercise price 
and time to expiry of option, and also the risk-free interest rate in their model. The 
Black-Scholes model can calculate the prices of European calls and puts on 11011-
dividend-paying stocks: 
Price of call option c = S N(di) - X e "rtN(d2) 
Price of put option p = Xe" r t N(-d2) _ S N(-di) 
where 山 - { In ( S / X ) + [ r + ( <52 / 2 ) ] t } / ^ root ( t ) 
d2 = di - (5 root ( t ) 
S = stock price 
X = exercise price of option 
t = time to expiry of option in year 
= volatility of stock price 
r = risk-free interest rate 
14 Hull John C. Introduction to Futures and Options Markets 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1995. 
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They derived their option pricing model with the following assumptions : 
1. Stock price behaviour corresponds to the log-normal model. 
2. There are no transaction costs or taxes. All securities are perfectly divisible. 
3. There are no dividends oil the stock during the life of the option. 
4. There are no riskless arbitrage opportunities. 
5. Security trading is continuous. 
6. Investors can borrow or lend at the same risk-free rate of interest. 
7. The sliort-term risk-free rate of interest is constant. 
Black and Sclioles extended the model to include the European option oil stock 
of which dividend can be predicted with certainty. Because dividend will reduce the 
value of call and increase the value of put, adjustment is made on the stock price on its 
ex-dividend date. 
Black fiirther gave procedures to approximate the value of American option 
wliich differs from European option to the extent that American option can be 
exercised at any time before expiry. This feature of American option enables the 
option holder to receive dividend payment of the underlying stock by exercising the 
option. There is a test oil the option to check whether the American option is optimal 
to early exercise or not. We will go through this in section 3.5. 
15 Hull John C. Introduction to Futures and Options Markets 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Ei)glewood Cliffs 1995. 
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We will in the following content evaluate whether the covered warrants are 
fairly priced by the market. The actual fair values of those American covered warrants 
on dividend paying stocks can be calculated by the Binomial Tree model (section 2.1). 
In our study, we assume that the fair value of covered warrant can be given by the 
Black's approximation. Further discussions on this assumption will be presented in 
section 3.6. 
Based oil this assumption, we are going to compare two series of data: 
(I) the daily closing market prices of covered warrants; and 
(n) the theoretical prices calculated according to the Black's approximation. 
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3.1 Working Procedures 
The working procedures are as below: 
Step 1 : define a study period 
Step 2 : sort out a list of covered warrants to be studied 
Step 3 : collect the data required 
Step 4 : use the stock prices, dividends information and interest rates to 
calculate the historical volatility of an underlying stock 
Step 5 : calculate the value of a covered warrant with the Black-Scholes 
formula, assuming the covered warrant is ail European style type on 
a dividend paying stock, getting the ‘"European Equivalent" value16 
Step 6 : check if the covered warrant is optimal to early exercise at any day 
with the criterion in section 3.5 
Step 7 : if the covered warrant is found to be optimal to early exercise, then 
calculate the "Comparable" value (refer to section 3.5) 
Step 8 : take the greater between ‘^European Equivalent" and "Comparable" 
as the theoretical value (Black's approximation) for the covered 
warrant price. If the covered warrant is not optimal to early 
exercise, then take the "European Equivalent" as the theoretical 
value 
Step 9 : drop the days in which the trading of the covered warrant are too 
thin, the days left is called "vaUd days" 
16 This procedure is required in the Black's approximation which will 
be explained in section 3.5. 
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Step 10 : compare the market closing price P w and the theoretical price P tw 
of the covered warrant on valid days 
Step 11 : carry out hypothesis testing to check ifP w equals to P tw 
Step 12 : go back to Step 5 and repeat the process for another covered 
warrant on the same underlying stock 
Step 13 : repeat from Step 4 and go through the process for another 
underlying stock 
Step 14 : organize the results from hypothesis testing on various covered 
warrants and draw conclusions 
3.2 Samples 
We have divided the Study Period into two sub-periods, each consists of six 
months. The first sub-period started on September 1，1994 and ended on February 28， 
1995. The second sub-period started on March 1，1995 and ended on August 31, 
1995. 
From the quotation of stock prices found in newspapers17 at the beginning of 
each sub-period, we have obtained a list of all covered warrants which were listed in 
the HKSE. Appendix 1 gives the list of the covered warrants. 
17 Hong Kong Economic Times 
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Not all of the listing covered warrants will be tested. We limit the scope by 
removing the following covered warrants: 
(a) the covered warrants that expired before the period end, i.e. which lasted for 
less than half year 
(b) the covered warrants on two groups of stock: 
(i) non-constituent stocks which were out of our study scope; and 
(ii) Jardine group of companies which were delisted from the HKSE in 
1994 and 1995 
(c) the call spread warrants which were effectively a hybrid of holding long and 
short positions oil calls with different exercise prices 
There were 71 warrants and covered warrants listed on September 1，1994. 
After removing those covered warrant according to the above schedule, we select 44 
covered warrants for examination in the first sub-period. 
There were 67 warrants and covered warrants listed on March 1, 1995. After 
removing those covered warrant according to the above schedule, we will examine 36 
covered warrants in the second sub-period. 
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First Sub-period Second Sub-Period 
Total Number of 
Covered warrants 63 59 
Covered warrants 
less expired before sub- 11 16 
period end 
Covered warrants on 
less non-constituent 1 3 
stocks 
Covered warrants on 
less Jardine group of 4 1 
companies 
less Call spread warrants 3 3 
Number of Covered 
warrants to be studied 44 36 
3.3 Data Collection 
The next step is to collect data for the covered warrants and the underlying 
stocks. The data required for our calculation include: 
_ Daily closing prices and turnovers of covered warrants 
- Exercise prices of covered warrants 
- Expiry days of covered warrants 
- Daily closing prices of the underlying stocks 
- Dividend payments of the underlying stocks 
- Interest rates 
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We have attempted to obtain, for the covered warrants, the trading price, 
volume and time of each trade, but we discover that they are not available from either 
the HKSE or other data providers. 
We are aware that thin trading of a covered warrant may cause distortion in 
our studies, therefore we also collect the daily turnovers of the covered warrants so as 
to distinguish the days when the covered warrants' trading are too thin for effective 
comparison. We make use of a 2 percent test18 to determine whether the trading 
volume of the covered warrant 011 a particular day is too low. 
The day in which the trading volume of a covered warrant exceeds 2 percent of 
its initial issue size is called a ‘"valid day" and will be used for the hypothesis testing 
stated in section 3.7. Otherwise, the day is dropped and will not be used for 
hypothesis testing. We understand that because some of the covered warrants may be 
exercised earlier before their respective expiration dates and therefore the outstanding 
volume may be different from the initial issue size. However, we assume that this 2 
percent test will be good enough to serve the purpose of screening out the trading days 
in which the closing prices may be distorted. 
The data required are obtained through Datasteam, Compuchart, newspaper 
and Securities Journal Trading Records. 
18 Statistics from The Securities Journal Trading Record September 1995 revealed that the daily 
average turnover of all warrants for the month was HK$301 million, which is approximately 
1.9 percent of the market capitalization ofHK$15,536 million for all warrants. 
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3.4 Computation of Theoretical Prices 
We prepare computer spreadsheets to calculate the theoretical prices of each 
warrant on all valid days. The computer platform used is an IBM PC and the software 
used is Microsoft Excel Version 6.0. 
Before calculating the fair value of covered warrants, we have to calculate the 
volatility of the stock returns. After our discussions with some local derivatives 
analysts, two series, 250 days and 63 days19, will be used to calculate the historical 
volatility. Therefore, we will have two sets of hypothesis results. Appendix 2 gives an 
example, with brief explanation, oil the calculation20 of the historical volatility of a 
stock. 
The interest rate used in calculations is the daily closing rate of six (6) months' 
21 
deposit interest rate on Hong Kong dollar. 
19 There are approximately 250 trading days in one calendar year and 63 trading days 
in three calendar months. 
20 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. p214 
21 The Hong Kong Association of Banks 
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3.5 Black，s Approximation 
Black suggested ail approximate procedure for considering the issue of early 
. 22 exercise . 
The price of a covered warrant for each day in the study period is calculated 
with the actual terms, except that it is supposed to be in European style instead of 
American style. We call this calculated value an "European Equivalent". Second, wc 
tested with the following criterion to decide whether the covered warrant may be 
optimal to exercise on any day: 
If Di <or= X( 1 - e r ( t i + 1 - t i ) )， then it is NOT optimal 
to exercise at time ti 
> X ( 1 - e "r(ti+1"U) )， then it may be optimal 
to exercise at time ti 
where Di is the dividend to be paid at time ti 
When the covered warrant may be optimal to early exercise at time ti, a call 
value will be calculated with the Black-Sclioles formula, assuming the covered warrant 
will expire at time ti. We call this value a "Comparable". The higher of "European 
Equivalent" or "Comparable" will be the Black's approximation for the covered 
warrant. 
22 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. p235 
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Two time measure are used in the calculations23. We notice the difference 
between trading day and calendar day measures in our calculation. The calculated 
prices will become more obviously affected when the covered warrant is going to 
expire. 
Therefore, the Black-Scholes formula used in our calculation is: 
Ptw == (S-PVjNWO-Xe-m^KdO 
d, = {In [ ( S - PV) / X ] + r r2 + (^ 2 / 2 ) t! } / ^ root (x x ) 
cU = di - (5 root ( t \ ) 
where t i : trading days until maturity / trading days per year 
r2 : calendar days until maturity / calendar days per year 
PV : present value of dividend before expiry of the covered warrant 
Appendix 3 provides us with an example and a brief explanation on the 
spreadsheet used to calculate the Ptw. 
23 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. p232 
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3.6 Fair Value 
Recall that the objective of our study is to examine whether the covered 
warrants are fairly priced. We have to define clearly what we meant by the 'Tair value" 
of covered warrant. 
3.6.1 Option Pricing Models 
Option's theoretical value can be computed by different models like the Black-
Scholes model and the Binomial Tree model. 
When we dealt with the American option on dividend paying stocks, the Black-
Scholes formula has to be modified. Roll, Geske，and Wlialey24 put forth an exact 
procedure for calculating the values of American calls on dividend-paying stocks. 
Besides, Black suggested ail approximate procedure for considering the issue on early 
exercise. We call this method ‘"Black's approximation". The theoretical value 
calculated is CCP tw BA”，which will be used as the fair price of the covered warrants in 
our study. However, the Binomial Tree model gives the exact fair value of American 
call and we denote it as ‘TtwBT”. 
2/1 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. Appendix 10B 
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3.6.2 Comparison between P T W BT and P T W B A 
A stream of values has been calculated from the Black's approximation. 
However, this is only an approximation to the actual theoretical value which can be 
found from the Binomial Tree model. In order to test whether the Black's 
approximation, in our study, is different from or identical with the actual theoretical 
value given by Binomial model, we have carried out the following tests: 
Step 1 to randomly select three covered warrants which are valid, i.e. they have 
more than 30 valid days, and test for both the first hal^ second half and the 
whole study period; 
Step 2 to calculate the theoretical values of the Binomial Tree model with the 
software BOPS; 
Step 3 to run regression and hypothesis testing for each covered warrant on the 
theoretical values from the Black's approximation, the Binomial Tree 
model, and the market price respectively; and 
Step 4 to check whether the values from the Black's approximation is an 
acceptable proxy to the values calculated from the Binomial Tree model. 
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3.6.3 Result of Comparison 
Three covered warrants have been selected. They are "Swiss B - HLAND War 
95" (344), 'Morgan S - NWD War 96’，(1036) and "SG War - HKTEL War 95" 
(1098). Please refer to Appendix 4 for the tests stated in section 3.6.2. CCPW", iCPtwBT" 
and £CPtwBA” denote the market closing price, the theoretical price calculated from the 
Binomial Tree model and the theoretical price calculated from the Black's 
approximation respectively. 
3.6.3.1 Results on Hypothesis Testing 
(I) Analysis on covered warrant "1098" 
The bounded area as denoted by "A" shows the result of one-tailed hypothesis 
testing between P w and PtwBT. We reject Ho for all three periods, and statistically Pwis 
greater than P1VVBT, with 95 percent confidence level. 
The bounded area as denoted by CCB" shows the result of one-tailed hypothesis 
testing between P w and P tw BA. We reject Ho for all three periods, and P w is 
statistically greater than PtwBA, with 95 percent confidence level. 
The above indicates that using either P tw BA or P tw BT did not change the 
hypothesis testing result. 
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The bounded area as denoted by "C" shows the result of two-tailed hypothesis 
testing between P T W BT and PtWBA. We reject Ho for all three periods, and statistically P 
TWBT is different from PtwBA with 95 percent confidence level. 
(n) Analysis on other covered warrants 
Similar hypothesis testing have been conducted for covered warrants "344" and 
“1036”. For covered warrant “1036”，we reject all H0 for the three tests, these imply 
that P w , Piwbt and PtWBA are different with 95 percent confidence level. 
For covered warrant “344”，the results of hypothesis testing shows that P w is 
different from P tw BT and P tw BA. However, in the test between P tw BT and P tw BA, we 
reject Ho for the second half period, while for the first half and the whole study 
periods，H0 is not being rejected and we cannot conclude that PtWBT is different from P 
twBA with 95 percent confidence level. 
3.6.3.2 Results on Regressional Analysis 
The example on covered warrant "1098" is being re-examined. The bounded 
area as denoted by "D" is the regression analysis and is illustrated by the following 
equation: 
P w = a + b x P twBT 
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The bounded area as denoted by <eE" is the regression analysis and is illustrated 
by the following equation: 
P w = a + b x P twBA 
The bounded area as denoted by is the regression analysis and is illustrated 
by the following equation; 
PtwBT = a + b X P t w B A 
We can interpret the following findings from segment 'T". The upper portion 
o f e n a b l e s the computer to calculate the intercept, a. Assume 1 percent significant 
level is being chosen, the critical t-value is 2.326 with the degree of freedom greater 
than 20025. For "1098", the t-value for the intercept (-0.00626) is 1.82 which is less 
than 2.326 and therefore the intercept is not significantly different from zero. 
Wlien we check whether the slope (b=1.02394) is different from 1，the t-value 
is 8.02 which is greater than 2.326. The slope is statistically different from 1. 
The lower portion of restricts the regression line to cut through the origin. 
The t-value of slope (0.98816) is 6.29 and the slope is, again, statistically different 
from 1. Nevertheless, because the slope is 0.98816，P tw BT is approximately 1.184 
percent smaller than PT WBA. 
When the degree of freedom is very large, the t-value is closed to the Z-value. 
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The other two covered warrants show similar findings as the above. The slope 
for “1036” is 1.02218 and the t-value of 21.68 implies that the slope is statistically 
different from 1. Because the slope is 1.02218, P t w B T is approximately 2.218 percent 
greater than PtwBA-
The slope for “344” is 1.00125 and the t-value of 0.89 implies that the slope 
may not be statistically different from 1. 
3.6.4 Justification 
As illustrated by the above hypothesis testings above, we conclude that P tw BT 
and P twBA are not identical, because there are cases that the null hypothesis ( H0 : P tw 
BT = PTWBA ) lias been rejected. Therefore, we confirm that the option prices given by 
the Black's approximation is only an approximation to the actual fair value given by 
the Binomial Tree model. 
Wlien we set the intercept, a，of the regression ( P TW BT 二 a + b x I) B八)to 
zero for tlie three covered warrants, the difference between P T WBT and P T W B A is smaller 
than 2.5 percent, which is reflected by the slope, b. We assume that the three covered 
warrants wliicli are representative for this study. Wlien we allow a 2.5 percent 
deviation, we can claim that the values from the Black's approximation are good 
"proxy" to the actual theoretical values of the covered warrants. 
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To recap, the result of using either P tw BA or P TW BT does not change the 
hypothesis testing result, i.e. the market prices of the covered warrants are different 
from the theoretical values, no matter whether the theoretical values are generated by 
the Black's approximation or the Binomial Tree model. 
Besides, the bounded area as denoted by "G" shows the mean，median, 
maximum and minimum of the difference between P TW BA and P tw BT. The statistics 
indicates that the differences between the two for the subject covered warrants are 
very small. The dififei ences are only to the digit of tenth cent. We therefore claim that 
the differences are not significant in the economic sense. 
Therefore, we assume in our study that the fair values of covered warrant can 
be given by the Black's approximation. For simplicity, in the content below, we 
denote CCP tw" as the theoretical values calculated from the Black's approximation. 
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3.7 Hypothesis Testing 
The hypothesis used to test whether the market prices are different from the 
theoretical prices are: 
Ho : Pw - Ptw = 0 
Hi : Pw - Ptw <> 0 
where P w = the Daily closing prices of covered warrant 
Ptw = the Theoretical prices under the Black's approxknation 
For this two-tailed test, 95 percent confidence level (a=0.05) is used. 
Therefore, when the Z-value is greater than 1.96 or smaller than -1.96, Ho is rejected. 
3.8 Assumptions In Our Study 
As we stated in section 3.6，we assume that the value calculated fiom the 
Black's approximation method is a good proxy to the actual theoretical value as given 
by the Binomial Tree model. Apart from the assumptions of the Black-Scholes model 
as stated in section 2.2，the following assumptions are made in our study: 
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(a) On any particular trading day, dividend payments and ex-dividend dates of the 
underlying stocks are known by the investors who will then evaluate the values 
of the covered warrants. 
(b) In calculating the theoretical values of those covered warrants which have not 
yet expired at the time we conduct this study, we assume equal dividend to be 
paid 011 the same calendar day in the correspondence future period. 
(c) The volatility of risky component is equal to the volatility of the whole stock 
price. Actually, the former is approximately equal to S / (S-V) times of the 
• • 2 6 
later, where V is the present value of the dividends. 
(d) In checking whether the covered warrant is optimal to exercise or not, i.e. as 
the criterion stated in section 3.5, the interest rate used is the daily average of 
six month Hong Kong dollar deposit interest rate in our whole study period. 
(e) On any ‘Valid day", which pass our 2 percent test stated in section 3.3，market 
closing price of a covered warrant is a good measure of investors' valuation of 
the covered warrant. Intra-day price movements are ignored in our study. 
26 Hull John C. Options, Futures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1993. p233 footnote 
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4.1 Calculation with 250-dav Historical Volatility 
4.1.1 First Sub-period (Sep 1，94 - Feb 28, 95) 
For the first sub-period, 23 out of the 44 covered warrants have less than 30 
valid days to carry out hypothesis testing. Only 21 covered warrants passes through 
the hypothesis testing as stated in section 3.7. All of the 21 covered warrants reject 
Ho, This means that all the covered warrants in the first sub-period are not fairly 
priced. 
Further examination of the statistics reveals that the prices of covered warrants 
in this period are consistently higher than the values given by the Black's 
approximation27. Put it simply, we can say that the covered warrants are overpriced 
by the market. 
27 Hypothesis Test Ho: Pw - Ptw <or= 0 
Hi: Pw - Ptw > 0 
with one tail test a = 0.05，reject Ho if Z value is greater than 1.645 
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4.1.2 Second Sub-period (Mar 1，95 - Aug 31，95) 
For the second sub-period, 7 out of the 36 covered warrants have less than 30 
valid days to carry out hypothesis testing. Only 29 covered warrants passes through 
the hypothesis testing as stated in section 3.7. We found that 28 of the 29 covered 
warrants reject Ho. This means that the 28 covered warrants in the second sub-period 
are not fairly priced. Only one covered warrant wliich do not reject Ho may be fairly 
priced. 
Further examination of the statistics reveals that the prices of covered warrants 
in this period are also overpriced by the market. 
4.1.3 Whole Study Period (Sep 1，94 - Aug 31, 95) 
Since 31 covered warrants lasted for the entire twelve months study period, we 
carry out hypothesis testing on each of them with the data on the whole study period. 
The result is that 5 out of the 31 covered warrants have less than 30 valid days to carry 
out hypothesis testing. Only 26 covered warrants can go through the hypothesis 
testing as stated in section 3.7. All of the 26 covered warrants reject Ho. This means 
that all the covered warrants in the study period are not fairly priced with the twelve 
months' data. 
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Further examination of the statistics reveals that the prices of covered warrants 
in this period are consistently higher than the values given by the Black's 
approximation. 
The findings are summarized in the following table and the details of wliich are 
attached in Appendix 5. 
First Second Wliole 
Sub-period Sub-period Study Period 
Covered warrants in the period 44 36 31 
Covered warrants with less than 
30 valid days 23 7 5 
Covered warrants tested with 
Hypothesis test 21 29 26 
Covered warrants rejected Ho 
(not fairly priced) 21 28 26 
Covered warrants not rejected Ho 
(may be fairly priced) 0 1 0 
Although the criterion in section 3.5 reveals that it may be optimal to early 
exercise, in our study, we find out that some of those covered warrants still follow the 
‘European Equivalent". This may be due to the fact that the covered warrant is not in-
the-money enough or it is an out- of-tlie-money warrant. Examples of these are the 
covered warrants "594" and "1036". 
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Meanwhile, ill some cases like covered warrants “344” and “1084”，the Black's 
approximation takes the "Comparable" but not the <cEuropean Equivalent", because the 
former is greater than the later. 
4.2 Calculation with 63-dav Historical Volatility 
4.2.1 First Sub-period (Sep 1，94 - Feb 28，95) 
All of the 21 covered warrants going through the hypothesis testing reject Ho. 
This means that all the covered warrants in the first sub-period are not fairly priced. 
Further examination of the statistics reveals that the prices of covered warrants in this 
period are consistently higher than the values given by the Black's approximation. We 
can say that the covered warrants are overpriced by the market. 
4.2.2 Second Sub-period (Mar 1，95 - Aug 31，95) 
We find that 28 of the 29 covered warrants going through the hypothesis 
testing reject Ho. This means that the 28 covered warrants in the second sub-period 
are not fairly priced. Only one covered warrant which do not reject Ho may be fairly 
priced. Further examination of the statistics reveals that the prices of covered warrants 
in this period are also overpriced by the market. 
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4.2.3 Whole Study Period (Sep 1, 94 - Aug 31, 95) 
All the 26 covered warrants going through the hypothesis testing reject Ho. 
This means that all the covered warrants in the study period are not fairly priced. 
Further examination of the statistics shows that the prices of covered warrants in this 
period are consistently higher than the values given by the Black's approximation. 
The findings are summarized in the following table and the details of which are 
attached in Appendix 6. 
WXWTOO^HWK^  •••mnrwmnfwmnnnnnnnnonoooooououoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooonnooouooouoooooooooooooooooooooooooiXKxmouuoooooooonc 
First Second Whole 
— Sub-period Sub-period Study Period 
Covered warrants tested with 
Hypothesis test 21 29 26 
Covered warrants rejected Ho 
(not fairly priced) 21 28 26 
Covered warrants not rejected Ho 
(may be fairly priced) 0 1 0 
The above result and the result in section 4.1.3 show that 110 matter we use a 
250-day or 63-day historical volatility, it makes no difference on the hypothesis result. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS 
5.1 General Comments 
In accounting for the dividend payment and possibility of early exercise, this 
study concludes that the market prices of covered warrants listed in the HKSE are 
found to be higher than the fair value. 
Given our assumptions in section 3.8, within our study period, with 95 percent 
confidence we can claim that the market prices of covered warrants are consistently 
higher than the fair values of American call option on stock which pays dividend. In 
other words, the covered warrants are overpriced by the market no matter the market 
is in up or down trend. 
This gives us an implication. When the covered warrant expires, its time value 
diminishes and its market value will be very close or equal to the theoretical value at 
expiration. Usually this value is the intrinsic value of the derivative product. From this 
point of view, the investor who takes a long position in covered warrant during the life 
of it will have a higher chance of losing money than making money from it. 
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Nevertheless, there are many other factors affecting the return on investing in this kind 
of derivative product. 
If the market is valid in evaluating the covered warrants, then we can say that 
some factor(s) is/are missing in our calculations on the theoretical prices for the 
covered warrants in the HKSE. 
For example, by using a higher interest rate for the calculation will give a 
higher theoretical price and the difference between the market price and theoretical 
price of the covered warrants will be narrowed. 
We have plotted the market prices and the calculated theoretical prices of each 
covered warrant on the same chart. Visual examination of these charts gave the 
impression that, for most of those covered warrants, the two prices moved in the same 
pattern. Appendix 7 gives two samples of charts. Regressional analysis may provide 
further supporting evidence oil this. 
5.2 Volatility 
Changing the length of period to calculate the historical volatility may give 
different input to the theoretical prices calculation. Our study uses both 250-day and 
63-day historical volatility. Other investors who participate in the trading of covered 
warrants in tlie HKSE may use different length of period to calculate the volatility of 
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stock prices. They may prefer a shorter or longer period to calculate the historical 
volatility and the fair values in their minds may be different from ours. A higher 
volatility will result in, ceteris paribus, a higher theoretical price. 
If the market at a particular moment is foil of short term speculators who use a 
period of 50 days to calculate the volatility which is, for example, higher than the 250 
days' or the 63 days' calculations, then the fair values in the minds of these speculators 
may be higher than the theoretical prices calculated from the Black's approximation. 
Appendix 8 gives two examples which plot the historical volatilities of different lengths 
of period. 
We can look at this argument from a different perspectives. In practice, a way 
to determine whether the covered warrant is expensive is to compare its implied 
volatility with a benchmark in the mind of the investors. There are many investors in 
the market having different investment spans and using different length of time to 
calculate their benchmark. Therefore, when the implied volatility of the covered 
warrant is 40 percent per annum and is compared to 250-day historical volatility of 35 
percent per annum, tlie covered warrant may be expensive, but when it is compared to 
a 100-day historical volatility of 45 percent, the covered warrant is not expensive. 
When the market is flooded with short term speculators who wanted to make profit in 
the recent volatile market, they may use a shorter term of measure. 
However, different traders who have different investment terms are prevailing 
at different time. Owing to the difference in investment horizon of different investors, 
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there may be different cTair" values in the mind of those investors. Therefore, there is 
no universal fair value for those covered warrants in the market though all of them use 
the same pricing model. 
5.3 Expectations 
The Black-Scholes model requests for the foil knowledge of dividend payment 
but at the time of the trading of covered warrants, the investors only have an 
expectation oil the dividend yield. However, the eventual announcement of dividend 
payment may give surprise to the market and cause immediate adjustments on both 
stock and covered warrants prices. This may be one of the reasons that accounted for 
the differences between the market prices and our calculated values. 
Expectations on stock price movement also contributes to the difference 
between market prices and theoretical prices. If the investors, due to whatever 
reasons, expect the market price of the underlying stock to go up, they may be willing 
to buy the covered warrant at a higher price. This reflects the fact that the Black-
Scholes model assumes stock price behaviour corresponding to the log-normal model, 
but practically, the investors may have different opinions on the immediate price 
movement of the stock. 
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5.4 Transaction Costs 
Transaction costs，which are ignored in our study, may be one of the reasons 
causing the difference between market prices and theoretical prices. The Black-
Scholes model assumes 110 transaction costs or taxes. However, in reality, the trading 
of covered warrant requires, as a percentage of transaction amount, Transaction Levy 
of 0.013 percent to HKSE, Stamp Duty of 0.15 percent to the Government and 
minimum Brokerage of 0.25 percent to the securities broker. Therefore, the minimum 
cost per deal, i.e. every buying or selling transaction, is 0.413 percent of the 
transaction amount. 
Hie existence of transaction costs dampens the adjustment of the price of 
covered warrant. When the fair value of the covered warrant goes up, the investor 
may hesitate to buy it because of the definite loss of transaction costs in the purchase. 
For example, when the fair value moves up by only 10 cents but the transaction costs 
involved is 30 cents, this change of fair value may not induce investor's action to buy 
the covered warrant. The effect may be that the market price is below the fair value. 
When the fair value of the covered warrant goes down, the investor may hesitate to sell 
it and the effect may be that the market price is above the fair value. 
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CHAPTER 6 
LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
In our study, we have only selected those trading days that passed the 2 percent 
test (section 3.3). The percentage used does affect the number of trading days to be 
analyzed and perhaps we may have different results from the hypothesis testing if we 
include more or less trading days. For example, reducing the percentage in the test 
will increase the number of the valid days and, in turn, may affect the hypothesis 
testing result. 
Besides, we cannot predict the perception of the investors on the 'Tair" values 
of the covered warrants. This is due to various factors like the length of period for 
calculation of volatility and expectation of dividend yield. 
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APPENDIX 1 LIS~r OF COVERED WARRANTS 
Covered Warrant Underlying To be studied in 
Code Name Stock First Second Whole 
Code Half Half Period 
--- -
1 58 SVviss B - HSBC War 95 5 1 
2 169 SVviss B - HKTEL War 95 8 1 1 1 
3 344 Svviss B - HLAND War 95 12 1 1 1 
4 393 R Flem - Hopewell War 95 54 1 1 1 
5 394 SG War-Hysan War 95 14 1 1 1 
6 400 Salomon - WIH War 95 20 1 1 1 
7 424 BZW - HSBC War 96 5 1 1 1 
8 435 SG War - HKE War 96 6 1 1 1 
9 453 Salomon - NWD War 96 17 1 1 1 
10 482 Carr I - CITIC War 95 267 1 
11 489 Pereder - SPA War 95 19 1 
12 501 UBS - CLP War 96 2 1 1 1 
13 507 R Flem - CK War 95 1 1 
14 527 ML - HK & C Gas War 96 3 1 1 1 
15 565 R Flern-HKE War 95 6 1 
16 594 BZW - HK Tel War 96 8 1 1 1 
17 595 Svviss B - WHL War 95 4 1 
18 596 R Flem - Citic War 95 267 1 1 1 
19 607 R Flenl - HKGAS War 95 3 1 1 1 
20 630 Pereder - HSBC War 96 5 1 1 1 
21 631 R. Flem - SPA War 96 19 1 1 1 
22 637 Pereder - WHL War 95 4 1 
23 644 Pereder - HLD War 95 10 1 
24 672 SG War - HWL War 95 13 1 1 1 
25 682 R. Flem - HSBC War 96 5 1 1 1 
26 695 Pere - SHK Ppt. War 95 16 1 
27 705 R. Flem - HKT War 95 8 1 
28 708 CL Fin - HWL War 95 13 1 
29 768 Pere - HSBC War 95 Mar 5 1 
30 979 Pereder - BEA War 95 23 1 
31 980 R. Flem - W & CL War 95 20 1 1 1 
32 995 CL - HS Bank War 96 11 1 1 1 
33 997 Pere - BEA War 96 Jan 23 1 1 1 
34 1036 Morgan S - NWD War 96 17 1 1 1 
35 1038 Pereder - HDC War 95 14 1 1 1 
36 1058 Schroder - SPA War 96 19 1 1 1 
37 1084 SG War - SHKPPT War 96 16 1 1 1 
38 1098 SG War - HKTEL War 95 8 1 1 1 
39 1099 SG War - CLP War 96 2 1 1 1 
40 1107 R. Flem - HWL War 95 13 1 1 1 
41 1109 CL Fin - CK War 96 1 1 1 1 
42 1115 ML - HSBC War 95 5 1 1 1 
43 1116 SBC - HSBC War 95 Dec 5 1 1 1 
44 1121 Carr I - HOPEW War 96 54 1 1 1 
45 1163 BZW-HS Bank War 96 11 1 
46 1165 SG War - Citic War 96 267 1 
47 1166 SG War - CK War 96 1 1 
48 1194 Nomura - GDIL War 96 270 1 
49 1195 Carr I - SHKPPT War 96 16 1 -
r-----
Total Number of Covered Warrants = 44 36 31 
to be studi ed 
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APPENDIX 2 
HISTORICAL VOLATBL1TY CALCULATION OF ORDINARY STOCK 
(Example : New World Development Co. Ltd.) 
| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H — 
Historical Volatility Calculation of Ordinary Stock (New World Dev.) 
~2 I I 1 1 1 I 一 
~ 3 ~ Formula : s * = s / (1 /25—0.5 
~4~ s = 一 {sum (square u i) / (n-1) - [ sum ( u i)�A2 / [ n * ( n-1 )�}A0.5 
~ 5 ~ 一 u i = L n [ ( S i + D ) / S i - 1 】 | 
~ 6 ~ rT^ 250 | — — 
T " — : : : .:.‘—::： ：.:：::. —-— “―：- 250 
8 Name New Dividend Daily Return ( u i ) 2 Sum u i Sum (u ij2 Historical 
9 Code World (17) on Ex-day • Volatility 
10 HK$ D in HK$ 一 
424 8/30/94 25.8 0 .0375167 0 .001408 0 .300790 0 .206457 0 .454887 
425 8/31/94 26 .95 0 .0436088 ~ 0 . 0 0 1 9 0 2 ~ 0 .329285 ~ 0 .208130 0 .456651 
426 9/1/94 2678 -0 .0055814 0 .000031 0 .343906 “ 0 .207753 0 .456193 
427 9/2/94 26^65 ~~"“ -0 .0056127 0 .000032 0 .333205 0 .207759 0 .456231 
428 9/5/94 26^65 0 .0000000 “ 0 .000000 0 .348550 0 .207523 0 .455926 
429 9/6/94 27 .3 0 .0240976 0 .000581 0 .388232 0 .207861 0 4 5 6 1 6 9 
4 3 0 ： : ： ： ： ： ： ： 
• • • ‘ . . . . 
"TT I • • • • • • • • 
4 3 2 ~ — 
4 3 3 ~ I I I I I I 一 
434 This spreadsheet is constructed to calculate the Historical Volatility of Ordinary Stock. 
435 Details of calculation are as follows : 
4 3 6 ~ I I I I I I — 
437 The area A1:H6 shows the formula used in the calculation of Historical Volatility. 
438 The area A8:H10 gives the 丨abels of columns in calculation. 
439 I | f I 
440 Column A is Fhe date which is important to match with the date in the other spreadsheet 
44 1 |for further calculations. [ | 
442 Column B is the daily closing price of the ordinary stock. — 
443 Column C gives the amount of dividend payment on the ex-dividend days. 
444 Column D calculates the Daily Return after considering dividend payment. 
445 Column E is the square of Column D. | | 
446 Column F is the summation of Column D of the day and the last 249 days. 
447 Column G is the summation of Column E of the day and the last 249 days. 一 
448 Column H is the Historical Volatility of the day which is the result of the formula listed 
44 9 |jn area A1 :H6. This column will be the input to the theoretical value 
45 0 calculations in the other spreadsheet. 
451丨 | l 丨 丨 丨 I 
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COMPARISON BETWEEN P^bt andPtw BA 
Example : SG War - HKTEL War 95 “1098” 
and 
Morgan S - NWD War 96 "1036" 
and 
Swiss B - H L A N D War 95 "344" 
I APPENDIX 4 
COMPARISON BETWEEN P tw BT and P tw BA Page 52 
(Example : SGWar-HKTEL War 95 “1098”） 
SG War - HKTEL War 95 1098 : A 
PtwBT Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : Pw<=PtwBT NumVatidDay 139 54 85 
H1 ： P w > PtwBT u 0.023 0.020 0.024 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.0131828 0.0153908 0.0114146 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 20.1256 9.6275127 19.376255 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
PvT ‘ B 
PtwBA Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : P w < = PtwBA NumValidDay 139 54 85 
H1 ： Pw>PtwBA u 0.019 0.017 0.020 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.013726 0.0162784 0.0117437 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 16.264236 7.6234168 15.886505 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
PtwBT- C 
PtwBA Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : PwBT = PtwBA NumValidDay 247 247 247 
H1 ： PwBT<> PtwBA U -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.0038563 0.004791 0.0026631 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z -12.313638 -9.0255354 -19.360973 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
Pw = a + ~ b x ~ P t w B T D 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.02531 1.652 
Std Err of Y Est 0.01532 
R Squared 0.96119 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.01107 77.8986 
Std Err of Coef. 0.01298 
Rw = a + bx"""PtwBA E 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.01906 1.19704 
Std Err of Y Est 0.01592 
R Squared 0.95808 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.03468 74.831 
Std Err of Coef. 0.01383 
‘__ . “"—_一… 一—一——— 一 ……—一—. G 
PtwBT = a + b x P t w B A F |( P t w B T - P t w B A ) 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant -0.00626 1.82053 Mean ($0.00302) 
Std Err of Y Est 0.00344 Median ($0.00414) 
R Squared 0.99792 Maximum $0.00713 
No. of Observations 247 | Minimum ($0.01093) 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.02394 8.01566 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00299 
PiwBT = 0 + b x PtwBA 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0 
Std Err of Y Est 0.00455 
R Squared 0.99634 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 246 
X Coefficient(s) 0.98816 6.29259 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00188 
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(Example : Morgan S - NWD War 96 “1036”） 
Morgan S - NWD War 96 1036. 
P w - _ A 
PtwBT Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : P w < = PtwBT NumVaiidDay 187 78 109 
H 1 : P w > P tw BT u 0.052 0.083 0.029 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.0449896 0.028133 0.0411056 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 15.717261 26.131716 7.4025015 
(reject) (rcjcci) (reject) 
P w - B 
PtwBA Whole period 1 st half 2nd half 
H O : P w <= P tw BA NumVaiidDay 187 78 109 
H1 : P w > P tw BA u 0.054 0.087 0.031 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.0460058 0.0317258 0.0397284 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 16.182696 24.3418 8.1017678 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
PtwBT- ！ C 
PtwBA Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : P W BT = P tw BA NumVaiidDay 247 247 247 
H l : P w B T < > PtwBA u 0.002 0.004 0.001 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.0055504 0.0073555 0.0025655 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.0699574 7.5859274 9.097769 
(rcjcct) (reject) (reject) 
Pw ^ a + ~ b x " " P t w B T D 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.04253 0.96619 
Std Err of Y Est 0.04402 
R Squared 0.90972 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.07689 49.6857 
Std Err of Coef. 0.02167 
Pw = a + b x PtwBA E 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.03682 0.8457 
Std Err of Y Est 0.04354 
R Squared 0.91166 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.12252 50.2823 
Std Err of Coef. 0.02232 
.... — ' G 
PtuvBT = a F x P t w B A F |( PtvwBT-PtwBA)~ 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant -0.00507 2.33974 Mean $0.00250 
Std Err of Y Est 0.00217 Median $0.00130 
R Squared 0.99972 Maximum $0.02238 
No. of Observations 247 丨 Minimum ($0.00497) 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.04111 37.0199 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00111 
PtwBT = 0 + b x PtwBA 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0 
Std Err of Y Est 0.00357 
R Squared 0.99924 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 246 
X Coefficient(s) 1.02218 21.6807 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00102 
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(Example : Swiss B - HLAND War 95 “344，，） 
Swiss B - HLAND War 95 344 . 
P w - A 
PtwBT Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
H o : P W < = PTWBT NumValidDay 117 60 57 
H 1 : P w > PtwBT u . 0.079 0.131 0.024 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.1062574 0.1038031 0.0777698 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 8.0165579 9.7700378 2.3131713 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
P w - ~ B 
PtwBA Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : P w <= P tw BA NumValidDay 117 60 57 
H 1 : Pw>PtwBA u 0.083 0.146 0.016 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.1115885 0.1072592 0.0702913 
Z*(1-tails) 1.645 Z 7.9974333 10.508679 1,7376101 
(reject) (reject) (reject) 
PtwBT- C 
PtwBA Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
Ho : PwBT = PtwBA NumValidDay 247 247 247 
H 1 ： PwBTOPtwBA U -0.003 -0.002 -0.005 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.0350327 0.0494551 0.0079302 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z -1.3917126 -0.4996423 -9.0598908 
(not rojcct) (not rcjcct) (r®j©ct) 
Pw = a “ b x ~ P t w i T D 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.27278 3.05365 
Std Err of Y Est 0.08933 
R Squared 0.93536 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 0.854 59.5401 
Std Err of Coef. 0.01434 
P w = a + b x ~ P t w B A E 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0.20558 2.03076 
Std Err of Y Est 0.10123 
R Squared 0.91698 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 0.89578 52.0197 
Std Err of Coef. 0.01722 
一… Q 
PtavB? = iT + b x P h w B A ~ ~ F ( P tw BT - P tw BA ) 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant -0.09082 3.25689 Mean ($0.00310) 
Std Err of Y Est 0.02789 Median ($0.00615) 
R Squared 0.99509 Maximum $0.11472 
No. of Observations 247 丨 Minimum ($0.05495) 
Degrees of Freedom 245 
X Coefficient(s) 1.05678 11.9696 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00474 
PtwBT = 0 + b x PtwBA 
Regression Output: t value 
Constant 0 
Std Err of Y Est 0.03511 
R Squared 0.99218 
No. of Observations 247 
Degrees of Freedom 246 
X Coefficient(s) 1.00125 0.88729 
Std Err of Coef. 0.00141 
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RESULTS ON 250-DAY HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
Whole period (Sep 1, 94 - Aug 31’ 95) 
Expiry Exercise Number 
Date Price of Valid u Stdev Z Result 
Day 
58 Swiss B - HSBC War 95 8/10/95 $81.50 
169 Swiss B - HKTEL War 95 11/18/95 $14.00 39 0.032 0.02802 7.17054 reject 
344 Swiss B - HLAND War 95 11/9/95 $28.50 117 0.083 0.11159 7.99743 reject 
393 R Flem - Hopewell War 95 9/8/95 $5.45 200 0.016 0.01606 13.77 reject 
394 SG War-Hysan War 95 9/6/95 $17.00 61 0.204 0.29387 5.41785 reject 
400 Salomon - WIH War 95 10/18/95 $15.20 31 0.325 0.19042 9.51265 reject 
424 BZW - HSBC War 96 1/31/96 $120.00 116 0.230 0.07478 33.078 reject 
435 SG War-HKE War 96 3/6/96 $29.20 117 0.072 0.03717 21.0722 reject 
453 Salomon - NWD War 96 2/2/96 $37.00 79 0.015 0.01853 7.38386 reject 
482 Carrl -CITIC War 95 8/7/95 $26.50 
489 Pereder - SPA War 95 5/16/95 $39.00 
501 UBS - CLP War 96 2/7/96 $47.25 87 0.160 0.06761 22.0502 reject 
507 RF - CK War 96 7/27/95 $47.50 
527 ML - HK & C Gas War 96 1/29/96 $15.16 0 # sample <30 
565 R Flem-HKE War 95 3/10/95 $17.30 
594 BZW - HK Tel War 96 1/26/96 $16.10 108 0.031 0.02506 12.7829 reject 
595 Swiss B - WHL War 95 8/2/95 $33.00 
596 R Flem - Citic War 95 10/13/95 $18.80 77 0.044 0.04019 9.64543 reject 
607 R Flem - HKGAS War 95 11/16/95 $14.58 0 # sample <30 
630 Pereder - HSBC War 96 1/17/96 $109.00 84 0.370 0.15014 22.6006 reject 
631 R. Flem - SPA War 96 1/19/96 $62.00 111 0.084 0.06195 14.303 reject 
637 Pereder-WHL War 95 7/31/95 $33.50 
644 Pereder - HLD War 95 7/24/95 $19.00 
672 SG War - HWL War 95 12/21/95 $36.00 81 0.067 0.04921 12.2676 reject 
682 R. Flem - HSBC War 96 2/2/96 $131.00 110 0.166 0.07374 23.6744 reject 
695 Pere - SHK Ppt. War 95 5/4/95 $33.41 
705 R. Flem - HKT War 95 5/26/95 $11.90 
708 CL Fin - HWL War 95 5/25/95 $22.50 
768 Pere - HSBC War 95 Mar 3/20/95 $79.50 
979 Pereder - BEA War 95 5/23/95 $31.80 
980 R. Flem - W & CL War 95 12/1/95 $17.40 3 0.180 0.17429 1.78732 # sample <3« 
995 C L - H S Bank War 96 1/14/96 $71.50 82 0.157 0.091 15.6167 reject 
997 Pere - BEA War 96 Jan 1/12/96 $35.00 143 0.088 0.08206 12.7787 reject 
1036 Morgan S - NWD War 96 2/23/96 $29.70 187 0.054 0.04601 16.1827 reject 
1038 Pereder - HDC War 95 9/14/95 $25.20 22 0.054 0.04198 6.05753 # sample <30 
1058 Schroder - SPA War 96 4/15/96 $53.10 14 -0.018 0.08107 -0.8343 # sample <30 
1084 SG War - SHKPPT War 96 1/2/96 $50.00 84 0.321 0.13215 22.2571 reject 
1098 SG War - HKTEL War 95 11/24/95 $15.60 139 0.019 0.01373 16.2642 reject 
1099 SG War - CLP War 96 1/2/96 $41.00 131 0.212 0.06015 40.2736 reject 
1107 R. Flem - HWL War 95 11/29/95 $34.25 216 0.080 0.03962 29.5886 reject 
1109 CL Fin - CK War 96 1/15/96 $37.75 215 0.131 0.06061 31.6279 reject 
1115 ML - HSBC War 95 12/8/95 $87.00 100 0.239 0.17691 13.4969 reject 
1116 SBC - HSBC War 95 Dec 12/8/95 $69.50 77 0.149 0.21281 6.13223 reject 
1121 Carr 丨-HOPEW War 96 1/30/96 $6.50 247 0.010 0.00903 17.7035 reject 
1163 BZW-HS Bank War 96 1/19/96 $55.50 
1165 SG War - Citic War 96 2/12/96 $22.60 
1166 SG War - CK War 96 3/8/96 $39.80 
1194 Nomura - GDIL War 96 3/26/96 $4.73 
1195 Carr I - SHKPPT War 96 3/29/96 $56.00 
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1 st sub-period (Sep 1, 94 - Feb 28, 95) 2nd sub-period (Mar 1, 95 - Aug 31, 9 5 ) -
Number Number 
of Valid u Stdev Z Result of Valid u Stdev Z Result 
Day Day 
58 16 0.341 0.08887 15.3609 # sample < 3 0 
169 2 0.098 0.02049 6.73475 # sample < 3 0 37 0.029 0.02379 7.31966 reject 
344 60 0.146 0.10726 10.5087 reject 57 0.016 0.07029 1.73761 not reject 
393 79 0.024 0.01166 18.6141 reject 121 0.010 0.01597 6.81541 reject 
394 13 0.205 0.26911 2.7451 # sample < 3 0 48 0.204 0.30291 4.65612 reject 
400 13 0.429 0.15759 9.81983 # sample < 3 0 18 0.250 0.17957 5.91401 # sample < 3 0 
424 20 0.266 0.07528 15.8014 # sample < 3 0 96 0.222 0.07281 29.8904 reject 
435 35 0.058 0.02671 12.7579 reject 82 0.079 0.03929 18.1455 reject 
453 24 0.023 0.01777 6.28665 # s a m p l e < 3 0 55 0.012 0.01807 4.99175 reject 
482 10 0.032 0.08516 1.19249 # s a m p l e < 3 0 
489 62 0.143 0.07594 14.8504 reject 
501 27 0.216 0.05955 18.809 # s a m p l e < 3 0 60 0.135 0.05511 18.9373 reject 
507 15 0.196 0.09776 7.78282 # sample < 3 0 
527 0 # sample < 3 0 0 # sample <30 
565 0 # sample < 3 0 
594 32 0.024 0.02126 6.50489 reject 76 0.034 0.02617 11.1667 reject 
595 86 0.103 0.04216 22.6058 reject 
596 22 0.072 0.0342 9.85875 # sample < 3 0 55 0.033 0.03716 6.60517 reject 
6 0 7 0 # sample < 3 0 0 # sample <30 
630 4 0.275 0,08322 6.61895 # sample < 3 0 80 0.375 0.15147 22.1424 reject 
631 38 0.078 0.06352 7.56079 reject 73 0.087 0.06131 12.1692 reject 
637 78 0.097 0.04293 19.9746 reject 
644 61 0.083 0.05223 12.3849 reject 
672 41 0.067 0.04405 9.79503 reject 40 0.067 0.05456 7.73866 reject 
682 11 0.257 0.0472 18.0421 # sample < 3 0 99 0.156 0.0693 22.4572 reject 
695 41 0.074 0.14219 3.31146 reject 
705 91 0.019 0.01752 10.407 reject 
708 6 0.642 0.09974 15.7685 # sample < 3 0 
768 0 # sample < 3 0 
979 53 0.323 0.10775 21.7969 reject 
980 0 # sample < 3 0 3 0.180 0.17429 1.78732 # sample <30 
995 9 0.254 0.12628 6.04218 #sample<30 73 0.145 0.07882 15.7104 reject 
997 37 0.148 0.08582 10.4659 rcjcct 106 0.067 0.0698 9.84679 rcjcct 
1036 78 0.087 0.03173 24.3418 reject 109 0.031 0.03973 8.10177 reject 
1038 10 0.086 0.03438 7.88536 # sample <30 12 0.028 0.02723 3.55537 # sample <30 
1058 5 0.048 0.05427 1.97635 # sample < 3 0 9 -0.055 0.07049 -2.3309 # sample <30 
1084 32 0.314 0.13915 12.756 reject 52 0.325 0.12885 18.2076 reject 
1098 54 0.017 0.01628 7.62342 reject 85 0.020 0.01174 15.8865 reject 
1099 30 0.204 0.09066 12.3096 reject 101 0.214 0.04791 44.8883 reject 
1107 97 0.082 0.0382 21.2137 reject 119 0.078 0.04079 20.7857 reject 
1109 91 0.154 0.05594 26.2047 reject 124 0.114 0.05855 21.6657 reject 
1115 24 0.390 0.27549 6.92872 #sample<30 76 0.191 0.09194 18.1234 reject 
1116 17 0.466 0.08659 22.2005 #sample<30 60 0.059 0.13794 3.29963 reject 
1121 121 0.009 0.0085 11.8747 reject 126 0.011 0.00944 13.2235 reject 
1163 116 0.139 0.06193 24.2097 reject 
” 6 5 0 # sample <30 
1166 31 0.081 0.06631 6.76634 reject 
1194 124 0.025 0.00879 31.5605 reject 
1195 82 0.172 0.06913 22.5307 reject 
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Swiss B - HSBC War 95 68 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.81728 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/10/95 3/27/95 2.28 1.89837 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $81.50 
Issue Size 119,752 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 16 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.341 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.08887 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 15.3609 
# sample < 30 
Swiss B - HKTEL War 95 169 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.44442 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/18/95 6/8/95 0.324 0.37948 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $14.00 11/16/95 0.309 0.00478 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 449,940 thousand units ‘ 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 39 2 37 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.032 0.098 0.029 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.02802 0.02049 0.02379 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.17054 6.73475 7.31966 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Swiss B - HLAND War 95 344 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/9/94 2.2 0.79616 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/9/95 4/24/95 0.5 0.90942 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $28.50 10/31/95 2.3 0.04375 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 195,400 thousand units 0 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 117 60 57 
H 1 ： P w <> P tw u 0.083 0.146 0.016 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.11159 0.10726 0.07029 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.99743 10.5087 1.73761 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (not reject) 
R Flem - Hopewell War 95 393 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/5/94 0.19 0.1676 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/8/95 4/6/95 0.1 0.14229 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $5.45 
Issue Size 2,498,160 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 200 79 121 
H 1 ： P W <> P tw u 0.016 0.024 0.010 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.01606 0.01166 0.01597 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.77 18.6141 6.81541 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War-Hysan War 95 394 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/30/94 0.34 0.55369 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/6/95 4/12/95 0.61 0.42123 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $17.00 
Issue Size 19,996 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 61 13 48 
H 1 ： P w <> P tw u 0.204 0.205 0.204 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.29387 0.26911 0.30291 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 5.41785 2.7451 4.65612 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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Salomon - WIH War 95 400 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.265 0.31832 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 10/18/95 1/17/95 0.105 0.62002 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $15.20 9/18/95 0.26 0.07763 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 20,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 31 13 18 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.325 0.429 0.250 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.19042 0.15759 0.17957 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 9.51265 9.81983 5.91401 
reject Ho, NOT faiiiy priced according to B-S # sample < 3 0 # sample <30 
BZW - HSBC War 96 424 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 4.0866 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/31/96 3/27/95 2.28 3.25267 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $120.00 9/4/95 1.11 3.01331 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 116 20 96 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.230 0.266 0.222 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.07478 0.07528 0.07281 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 33.078 15.8014 29.8904 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
SG War - HKE War 96 436 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.37 1.09532 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/6/96 4/27/95 0.63 0.69434 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Be Price $29.20 9/15/95 0.41 0.84961 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 117 35 82 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.072 0.058 0.079 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.03717 0.02671 0.03929 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 21.0722 12.7579 18.1455 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Salomon - NWD War 96 463 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/8/94 0.78 0.77486 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/2/96 4/11/95 0.28 1.44864 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $37.00 12/1/95 0.78 0.39573 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 79 24 55 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.015 0.023 0.012 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.01853 0.01777 0.01807 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.38386 6.28665 4.99175 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Carr I - CITIC War 95 482 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 1.19823 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/7/95 5/31/95 0.35 0.31045 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $26.50 0 
Issue Size 40,000 thousand units 0 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 10 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.032 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.08516 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 1.19249 
# sample < 30 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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Pereder - SPA War 95 489 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 1.5304 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/16/95 5/4/95 1.06 0.08102 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $39.00 0 
Issue Size 230,000 thousand units 0 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 62 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.143 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.07594 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 14.8504 
(reject) 
UBS-CLP War 96 601 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 6/5/95 0.35 0.53726 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/7/96 8/11/95 0.3 0.86301 NOT optimal to early exercise 
E>c Price $47.25 11/27/95 0.37 0.57711 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 87 27 60 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.160 0.216 0.135 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.06761 0.05955 0.05511 
Z" (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.0502 18.809 18.9373 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
RF-CKWar 96 607 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.74517 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/27/95 5/16/95 0.83 0.589 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $47.50 
Issue Size 350,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 15 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.196 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.09776 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.78282 
# sample < 30 
ML - HK & C Gas War 96 627 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/22/94 0.12 0.49871 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/29/96 4/6/95 0.23 0.46364 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $15.16 10/5/95 0.12 0.29717 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 50,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 0 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! #DIV/0! # D _ ！ 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! #DIV/0l #DIW0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! #DIV/0l #DIV/0! 
# sample <30 # sample <30 # sample <30 
R Flem-HKE War 95 666 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.37 0.51969 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/10/95 
Ex Price $17.30 
Issue Size 40,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0l 
# sample < 30 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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BZW-HKTel War 96 694 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.51108 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/26/96 6/8/95 0.324 0.4364 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $16.10 11/16/95 0.309 0.19393 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 1,000,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 108 32 76 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.031 0.024 0.034 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.02506 0.02126 0.02617 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 12.7829 6.50489 11.1667 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Swiss B - WHL War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/27/94 0.22 1.30594 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/2/95 5/18/95 0.73 0.43178 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $33.00 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 86 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.103 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.04216 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.6058 
(reject) 
R Flem - Citic War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 0.83752 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 10/13/95 5/31/95 0.35 0.30869 may be optimal to early exercise 
EK Price $18.80 9/5/95 0.145 0.12154 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 799,990 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 77 22 55 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.044 0.072 0.033 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.04019 0.0342 0.03716 
Z*02-tails) 1.96 Z 9.64543 9.85875 6.60517 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
R Flem - HKGAS War 95 G07 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/22/94 0.12 0.47979 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/16/95 4/6/95 0.23 0.44605 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $14.58 10/5/95 0.12 0.10417 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 60,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 0 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! #DIV/0l #DIV/0! 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0 丨 #DIV/0 丨 #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! #DIV/0l #DIV/0! 
# sample <30 # sample <30 # sample <30 
Pereder - HSBC War 96 630 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 3.71199 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/17/96 3/27/95 2.28 2.95451 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $109.00 9/4/95 1.11 2.48286 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 140,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 84 4 80 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.370 0.275 0.375 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.15014 0.08322 0.15147 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.6006 6.61895 22.1424 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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R. Flem - SPA War 96 631 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 2.39694 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/19/96 5/4/95 1.06 1.39159 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $62.00 9/14/95 0.39 1.32949 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 111 38 73 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.084 0.078 0.087 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.06195 0.06352 0.06131 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 14.303 7.56079 12.1692 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Pereder - WHL War 95 637 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/27/94 0.22 1.32573 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/31/95 5/18/95 0.73 0.42686 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $33.50 
Issue Size 180,000 thousand units ‘ 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 78 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.097 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.04293 
Z" (2-tails) 1.96 Z 19.9746 
(reject) 
Pereder - HLD War 95 644 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/17/94 0.43 0.44578 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/24/95 4/3/95 0.235 0.36522 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $19.00 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 61 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.083 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.05223 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 12.3849 
(reject) 
SG War - HWL War 95 672 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 1.2675 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/21/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.93393 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $36.00 10/10/95 0.33 0.4397 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250JD00 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 81 41 40 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.067 0.067 0.067 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.04921 0.04405 0.05456 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 12.2676 9.79503 7.73866 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
R. Flem - HSBC War 96 682 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 4.4612 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/2/96 3/27/95 2.28 3.55083 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $131.00 9/4/95 1.11 3.33312 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 110 11 99 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.166 0.257 0.156 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.07374 0.0472 0.0693 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 23.6744 18.0421 22.4572 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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Pere - SHK Ppt. War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 0.89112 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/4/95 4/7/95 0.58 0.15596 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $33.41 
Issue Size 120,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 41 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.074 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.14219 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 3.31146 
(reject) 
R. Flem - HKT War 95 706 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.35748 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/26/95 
Ex: Price $11.90 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 91 
H 1 : P w o P t w u 0.019 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.01752 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 10.407 
(reject) 
CL Fin - HWL War 95 708 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 0.80411 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/25/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.0623 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $22.50 
Issue Size 29,599 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 6 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.642 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.09974 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 15.7685 
# sample < 30 
• 
Pere - HSBC War 95 Mar 768 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.65498 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/20/95 
Ex: Price $79.50 
Issue Siro 99,992 thousand units „ 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0l 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! 
# sample < 30 
Pereder - BEA War 95 979 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 2/16/95 0.625 0.52467 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/23/95 
Ex Price $31.80 
Issue Size 120,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 53 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.323 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.10775 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 21.7969 
(reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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R. Flem - W & CL War 95 980 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.265 0.36439 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/1/95 1/17/95 0.105 0.70976 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $17.40 9/18/95 0.26 0.21839 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 50,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = P tw NumValidDay 3 0 3 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.180 #DIV/0! . 0.180 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.17429 #DIV/0! 0.17429 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 1.78732 #DIV/0! 1.78732 
# sample <30 # sample < 30 # sample < 30 
CL - HS Bank War 96 996 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/7/94 0.6 2.49385 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/14/96 4/3/95 2.09 1.87866 may be optima丨 to early exercise 
Ex. Price $71.50 9/6/95 0.6 1.56901 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = P tw NumValidDay 82 9 73 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.157 0.254 0.145 
n 0.05 Stdev 0.091 0.12628 0.07882 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 15.6167 6.04218 15.7104 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Pere - BEA War 96 Jan 997 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 2/16/95 0.625 1.02997 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/12/96 8/10/95 0.275 0.91381 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $35.00 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 143 37 106 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.088 0.148 0.067 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.08206 0.08582 0.0698 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 12.7787 10.4659 9.84679 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Morgan S - NWD War 96 1036 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/8/94 0.78 0.62198 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/23/96 4/11/95 0.28 1.16283 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $29.70 12/1/95 0.78 0.42278 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 一 thousand untts 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 187 78 109 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.054 0.087 0.031 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.04601 0.03173 0.03973 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 16.1827 24.3418 8.10177 
reject Ho, NOT falriy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Pereder - HDC War 95 1038 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/30/94 0.34 0.82076 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/14/95 4/12/95 0.61 0.65794 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $25.20 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 22 10 12 
H 1 : P w <> P tw U 0.054 0.086 0.028 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.04198 0.03438 0.02723 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 6.05753 7.88536 3.55537 
# sample < 30 # sample <30 # sample <30 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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Schroder - SPA War 96 1068 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 2.05286 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 4/15/96 5/4/95 1.06 1.19183 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $53.10 9/14/95 0.39 1.90453 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 14 5 9 
H I : P w o P t w u -0.018 0.048 -0.055 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.08107 0.05427 0.07049 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z -0.83428 1.97635 -2.33089 
# sample < 3 0 # sample < 30 # sample <30 
SG War - SHKPPT War 96 1084 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 1.31375 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/2/96 4/7/95 0.58 1.80157 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $50.00 11/8/95 1.55 0.46718 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 84 32 52 
H1 : P w < > P t w u 0.321 0.314 0.325 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.13215 0.13915 0.12885 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.2571 12.756 18.2076 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War - HKTEL War 95 1098 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.49521 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/24/95 6/8/95 0.324 0.42285 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $15.60 11/16/95 0.309 0.02129 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 139 54 85 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.019 0.017 0.020 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.01373 0.01628 0.01174 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 16.2642 7.62342 15.8865 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War - CLP War 96 1099 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 6/5/95 0.35 0.46619 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/2/96 8/11/95 0.3 0.74885 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $41.00 11/27/95 0.37 0.25115 may be optimal to early exercise 
[ssue Size 175,000 thousand units —— 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
hi 0 : P w = P tw NumVaiidDay 131 30 101 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.212 0.204 0.214 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.06015 0.09066 0.04791 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 40.2736 123096 44.8883 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
R. Flem - HWL War 95 1107 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 1.20589 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/29/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.88853 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $34.25 10/10/95 0.33 0.29105 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 216 97 119 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.080 0.082 0.078 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.03962 0.0382 0.04079 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 29.5886 21.2137 20.7857 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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CL Fin-CK War 96 1109 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.3664 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/15/96 5/16/95 0.83 0.94794 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $37.75 10/12/95 0.3 0.60717 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 215 91 124 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.131 0.154 0.114 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.06061 0.05594 0.05855 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 31.6279 26.2047 21.6657 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
ML - HSBC War 95 1116 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.96278 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/8/95 3/27/95 2.28 2.35819 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $87.00 9/4/95 1.11 1.39931 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 0 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 100 24 76 
H I : P w <> P tw u 0.239 0.390 0.191 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.17691 0.27549 0.09194 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.4969 6.92872 18.1234 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
S已C - HSBC War 95 Dec 1116 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.36682 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/8/95 3/27/95 2.28 1.88384 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $69.50 9/4/95 1.11 1.11784 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 95,644 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 77 17 60 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.149 0.466 0.059 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.21281 0.08659 0.13794 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 6.13223 22.2005 3.29963 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Carr I - HOPEW War 96 1121 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/5/94 0.19 0.19989 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/30/96 4/6/95 0.1 0.22136 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $6.50 10/26/95 0.1 0.10564 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 2,000,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 247 121 126 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.010 0.009 0.011 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.00903 0.0085 0.00944 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 17.7035 11,8747 13.2235 
reject Ho, NOT fairfy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
BZW-HS Bank War 96 1163 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/7/94 0.6 1.93578 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/19/96 4/3/95 2.09 1.45826 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $55.50 9/6/95 0.6 1.26421 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 116 
H1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.139 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.06193 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 24.2097 
(reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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SG War - Citic War 96 1166 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 0.99232 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/12/96 5/31/95 0.35 0.36567 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $22.60 9/5/95 0.145 0.59999 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! 
« 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! 
# sample < 30 
SG War-CKWar 96 11G6 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.4406 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/8/96 5/16/95 0.83 0.99941 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $39.80 10/12/95 0.3 0.99279 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 75,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 31 
H1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.081 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.06631 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 6.76634 
(reject) 
Nomura-GDIL War 96 1194 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/7/94 0.038 0.19986 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/26/96 6/21/95 0.048 0.08192 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $4.73 10/3/95 0.038 0.13703 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 400,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 124 
H1 : P w <> P tw u 0.025 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.00879 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 31.5605 
(reject) 
Carr I - SHKPPT War 96 1196 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 1.45002 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/29/96 4/7/95 0.58 1.98859 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $56.00 11/8/95 1.55 1.32144 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 82 
H1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.172 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.06913 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.5307 
(reject) 
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RESULTS ON 63-DAY HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
Expiry Exercise Number 
Date Price of Valid u Stdev Z Result 
Day 
58 Swiss B _ HSBC War 95 8/10/95 $81.50 
169 Swiss B - HKTEL War 95 11/18/95 $14.00 39 0.042 0.03065 8.48657 reject 
344 Swiss B - HLAND War 95 11/9/95 $28.50 117 0.099 0.11852 9.07237 reject 
393 R Flem - Hopewell War 95 9/8/95 $5.45 200 0.015 0.01525 13.5744 reject 
394 SG War-Hysan War 95 9/6/95 $17.00 61 0.269 0.25078 8.36438 reject 
400 Salomon - WIH War 95 10/18/95 $15.20 31 0.420 0.34715 6.7382 reject 
424 BZW - HSBC War 96 1/31/96 $120.00 116 0.270 0.13596 21.3719 reject 
435 SG War - HKE War 96 3/6/96 $29.20 117 0.092 0.03855 25.8306 reject 
453 Salomon - NWD War 96 2/2/96 $37.00 79 0.033 0.03926 7.3808 reject 
482 Can I - CITIC War 95 8/7/95 $26.50 “ 
489 Pereder-SPA War 95 5/16/95 $39.00 
501 UBS - CLP War 96 2/7/96 $47.25 87 0.166 0.09357 16.5707 reject 
507 RF-CKWar 96 7/27/95 $47.50 
527 ML - HK & C Gas War 96 1/29/96 $15.16 0 # sample <30 
565 R Flem-HKE War 95 3/10/95 $17.30 
594 BZW - HK Tel War 96 1/26/96 $16.10 108 0.047 0.02955 16.6903 reject 
595 Swiss B - WHL War 95 8/2/95 $33.00 " 
596 R Flem - Citic War 95 10/13/95 $18.80 77 0.045 0.04683 8.49763 reject 
607 R Flem - HKGAS War 95 11/16/95 $14.58 0 # sample <30 
630 Pereder - HSBC War 96 1/17/96 $109.00 84 0.425 0.21075 18.4674 reject 
631 R. Flem - SPA War 96 1/19/96 $62.00 111 0.099 0.10734 9.67307 reject 
637 Pereder - WHL War 95 7/31/95 $33.50 
644 Pereder - HLD War 95 7/24/95 $19.00 
672 SG War - HWL War 95 12/21/95 $36.00 81 0.144 0.12446 10.4129 reject 
682 R. Flem - HSBC War 96 2/2/96 $131.00 110 0.188 0.10209 19.3192 reject 
695 Pere - SHK Ppt. War 95 5/4/95 $33.41 
705 R. Flem - HKT War 95 5/26/95 $11.90 
708 CL Fin - HWL War 95 5/25/95 $22.50 
768 Pere - HSBC War 95 Mar 3/20/95 $79.50 
979 Pereder - BEA War 95 5/23/95 $31.80 
980 R. Flem - W & CL War 95 12/1/95 $17.40 3 0.169 (X07053 4.13889 #sa i叩 l e<3« 
995 CL-HS Bank War 96 1/14/96 $71.50 82 0.200 0.13374 13.532 reject 
997 Pere - BEA War 96 Jan 1/12/96 $35.00 143 0.128 0.09853 15.481 reject 
1036 Morgan S - NWD War 96 2/23/96 $29.70 187 0.094 0.10199 12.6202 reject 
1038 Pereder - HDC War 95 9/14/95 $25.20 22 0.064 0.0572 5.2159 # sample <30 
1058 Schroder-SPA War 96 4/15/96 $53.10 14 -0.046 0.08419 -2.0444 #sample<30 
1084 SG War - SHKPPT War 96 1/2/96 $50.00 84 0.366 0.17189 19.4967 reject 
1098 SG War - HKTEL War 95 11/24/95 $15.60 139 0.039 0.03221 14.1832 reject 
1099 SG War - CLP War 96 1/2/96 $41.00 131 0.206 0.09398 25.0417 reject 
1107 R. Flem - HWL War 95 11/29/95 $34.25 216 0.147 0.10935 19.7922 reject 
1109 CL Fin - CK War 96 1/15/96 $37.75 215 0.185 0.13066 20.8022 reject 
1115 ML - HSBC War 95 12/8/95 $87.00 100 0.289 0.26979 10.7219 reject 
1116 SBC - HSBC War 95 Dec 12/8/95 $69.50 77 0.156 0.2455 5.58199 reject 
1121 Carr I - HOPEW War 96 1/30/96 $6.50 247 0.016 0.0134 18.8617 reject 
1163 BZW-HS Bank War 96 1/19/96 $55.50 
1165 SG War - Citic War 96 2/12/96 $22.60 
1166 SG War - CK War 96 3/8/96 $39.80 
1194 Nomura-GDIL War 96 3/26/96 $4.73 
1195 Carr I - SHKPPT War 96 3/29/96 $56.00 
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1st sub-period (Sep 1, 94 - Feb 28, 95) 2nd sub-period (Mar 1, 95 - Aug 31, 95) 
Number Number 
of Valid u Stdev Z Result of Valid u Stdev Z Result 
Day Day 
58 16 0.429 0.11201 15.3102 #sample<30 
169 2 0.122 0.02224 7.78059 # sample <30 37 0.037 0.02442 9.28681 reject 
344 60 0.180 0.09887 14.092 reject 57 0.015 0.0675 1.64441 not reject 
393 79 0.025 0.01532 14.2532 reject 121 0.008 0.0112 8.00212 reject 
394 13 0.345 0.18585 6.70104 #sample<30 48 0.248 0.26342 6.5163 reject 
400 13 0.614 0.45674 4.84704 # sample <30 18 0.280 0.12612 9.42252 # sample <30 
424 20 0.376 0.14495 11.6138 #sample<30 96 0.248 0.12362 19.6223 reject 
435 35 0.082 0.05418 9.00559 reject 82 0.096 0.02897 30.0512 reject 
453 24 0.076 0.04346 8.5743 # sample <30 55 0.014 0.0147 6.88107 reject 
482 10 0.061 0.34861 0.54953 # sample <30 
489 62 0.157 0.08819 14.0582 reject 
501 27 0.256 0.11888 11.179 #sample<30 60 0.126 0.03485 27.9908 reject 
507 15 0.362 0.25225 5.55316 # sample <30 
527 0 # sample <30 0 # sample <30 
565 0 # sample <30 
594 32 0.055 0.0422 7.35451 reject 76 0.044 0.02184 17.7045 reject 
595 86 0.156 0.10158 14.2254 reject 
596 22 0.042 0.06645 2.99222 # sample <30 55 0.047 0.03694 9.34193 reject 
607 0 # sample <30 0 # sample <30 
630 4 0.344 0.20952 3.28083 # sample <30 80 0.429 0.2113 18.1465 reject 
631 38 0.079 0.12747 3.8434 reject 73 0.108 0.09466 9.79159 reject 
637 78 0.150 0.10188 13.0403 reject 
644 61 0.099 0.06725 11.4621 reject 
672 41 0.222 0.11301 12.5954 reject 40 0.064 0.075 5.37528 reject 
682 11 0.317 0.06717 15.6506 #sample<30 99 0.174 0.09518 18.1608 reject 
695 41 0.084 0.14597 3.69089 reject 
705 91 0.030 0.02138 13.5236 reject 
708 6 0.744 0.16864 10.8083 # sample <30 
768 0 # sample <30 
979 53 0.404 0.12029 24.4726 reject 
980 0 # sample <30 3 0.169 0.07053 4.13889 # sample <30 
995 9 0.478 0.11259 12.7264 #sample<30 73 0.166 0.08876 15.9405 reject 
997 37 0.249 0.08821 17.1419 reject 106 0.085 0.05915 14.8493 reject 
1036 78 0.183 0.09734 16.6259 reject 109 0.030 0.03636 8.71749 reject 
1038 10 0.104 0.05982 5.48826 # sample <30 12 0.030 0.02499 4.17348 # sample <30 
1058 5 -0.053 0.12521 -0.9442 # sample <30 9 -0.042 0.06026 -2.0999 # sample <30 
1084 32 0.426 0.22292 10.814 reject 52 0.328 0.11904 19.8954 reject 
1098 54 0.059 0.04122 10.4414 reject 85 0.026 0.01478 16.3119 reject 
1099 30 0.188 0.18128 5.68046 reject 101 0.211 0.04279 49.5241 reject 
1107 97 0.224 0.1109 19.8534 reject 119 0.085 0.05562 16.6828 reject 
1109 91 0.276 0.1169 22.5435 reject 124 0.119 0.09541 13.8492 reject 
1115 24 0.611 0.35057 8.53253 #sample<30 76 0.188 0.12216 13.4025 reject 
1116 17 0.549 0.10734 21.0737 #sample<30 60 0.045 0.13248 2.62909 reject 
1121 121 0.020 0.01607 13.6917 reject 126 0.012 0.00874 15.8211 reject 
1163 116 0.142 0.07557 20.2737 reject 
1165 0 # sample <30 
1166 31 0.083 0.07046 6.5242 reject 
1194 124 0.032 0.00711 50.0733 reject 
1195 82 0.239 0.09798 22.1337 reject 
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Swiss B - HSBC War 95 68 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.81728 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/10/95 3/27/95 2.28 1.89837 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $81.50 
Issue Size 119,752 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 16 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.429 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.11201 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 15.3102 
# sample < 30 
Swiss B - HKTEL War 95 1G9 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.44442 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/18/95 6/8/95 0.324 0.37948 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $14.00 11/16/95 0.309 0.00478 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 449,940 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = P tw NumValidDay 39 2 37 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.042 0.122 0.037 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.03065 0.02224 0.02442 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 8.48657 7.78059 9.28681 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Swiss B - HLAND War 95 344 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/9/94 2.2 0.79616 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/9/95 4/24/95 0.5 0.90942 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $28.50 10/31/95 2.3 0.04375 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 195,400 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 117 60 57 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.099 0.180 0.015 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.11852 0.09887 0.0675 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 9.07237 14.092 1.64441 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (not reject) 
R Flem - Hopewell War 95 393 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/5/94 0.19 0.1676 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/8/95 4/6/95 0.1 0.14229 NOT optimal to early exercise 
EK Price $5.45 
Issue Size 2,498,160 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 200 79 121 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.015 0.025 0.008 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.01525 0.01532 0.0112 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.5744 14.2532 8.00212 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War-Hysan War 95 394 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/30/94 0.34 0.55369 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/6/95 4/12/95 0.61 0.42123 may be optimal to early exercise 
Be Price $17.00 
Issue Size 19,996 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 61 13 48 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.269 0.345 0.248 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.25078 0.18585 0.26342 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 8.36438 6.70104 6.5163 
reject Ho, NOT fairfy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Result on 260-day Historical Volatility 
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Salomon - WIH War 95 400 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.265 0.31832 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 10/18/95 1/17/95 0.105 0.62002 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $15.20 9/18/95 0.26 0.07763 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 20,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 31 13 18 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.420 0.614 0.280 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.34715 0.45674 0.12612 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 6.7382 4.84704 9.42252 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 3 0 轉 sample < 30 
BZW-HSBC War 96 424 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 4.0866 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/31/96 3/27/95 2.28 3.25267 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $120.00 9/4/95 1.11 3.01331 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
H 0 : P w = P tw NumValidDay 116 20 96 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.270 0.376 0.248 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.13596 0.14495 0.12362 
ZA (2-taiis) 1.96 Z 21.3719 11.6138 19,6223 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
SG War - HKE War 96 436 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.37 1.09532 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/6/96 4/27/95 0.63 0.69434 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $29.20 9/15/95 0.41 0.84961 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 117 35 82 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.092 0.082 0.096 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.03855 0.05418 0.02897 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 25.8306 9.00559 30.0512 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Salomon - NWD War 96 463 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/8/94 0.78 0.77486 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/2/96 4/11/95 0.28 1.44864 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $37.00 12/1/95 0.78 0.39573 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 79 24 55 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.033 0.076 0.014 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.03926 0.04346 0.0147 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 7.3808 8.5743 6.88107 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Carr I - CITIC War 95 482 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 1.19823 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/7/95 5/31/95 0.35 0.31045 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $26.50 
Issue Size 40,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 10 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.061 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.34861 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 0.54953 
# sample < 30 
Result on 63-day mstorleal Volatiltty 
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Pereder-SPA War 95 489 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 1.5304 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/16/95 5/4/95 1.06 0.08102 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $39.00 
Issue Size 230,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = P tw NumValidDay 62 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.157 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.08819 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 14.0582 
(reject) 
UBS - CLP War 96 601 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 6/5/95 0.35 0.53726 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/7/96 8/11/95 0.3 0.86301 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $47.25 11/27/95 0.37 0.57711 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 87 27 60 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.166 0.256 0.126 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.09357 0.11888 0.03485 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 16.5707 11.179 27.9908 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sam pie < 30 (reject) 
RF-CKWar 96 607 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.74517 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/27/95 5/16/95 0.83 0.589 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $47.50 
Issue Size 350,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 15 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.362 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.25225 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 5.55316 
# sample < 30 
ML - HK & C Gas War 96 627 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/22/94 0.12 0.49871 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/29/96 4/6/95 0.23 0.46364 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $15.16 10/5/95 0.12 0.29717 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 50,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 0 0 
H 1 : P w o P tw u #DIV/0l #DIV/0丨 #DIV/0! 
« 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0 丨 #DIV/0 丨 #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! #DIVA)l #DIV/0! 
# sample <30 # sample <30 # sample <30 
R Flem-HKE War 95 666 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.37 0.51969 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/10/95 
Ex Price $17.30 
Issue Size 40,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0l 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! 
# sample < 30 
Result on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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BZW - HK Tel War 96 694 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.51108 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/26/96 6/8/95 0.324 0.4364 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $16.10 11/16/95 0.309 0.19393 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 1,000,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
H 0 : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 108 32 76 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.047 0.055 0.044 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.02955 0.0422 0.02184 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 16.6903 7.35451 17.7045 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Swiss B - WHL War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/27/94 0.22 1.30594 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 8/2/95 5/18/95 0.73 0.43178 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $33.00 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 86 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.156 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.10158 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 14.2254 
(reject) 
R Flem - Citic War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 0.83752 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 10/13/95 5/31/95 0.35 0.30869 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $18.80 9/5/95 0.145 0.12154 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 799,990 thousand units 
I ： 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 77 22 55 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.045 0.042 0.047 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.04683 0.06645 0.03694 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 8.49763 2.99222 9.34193 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
R Flem - HKGAS War 95 607 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/22/94 0.12 0.47979 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/16/95 4/6/95 0.23 0.44605 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $14.58 10/5/95 0.12 0.10417 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 60,000 thousand units — 一 — _____ — 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 0 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! #DIV/0丨 #DIV/0! 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0l #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 
# sample <30 # sample <30 # sample < 30 
Pereder - HSBC War 96 630 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 3.71199 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/17/96 3/27/95 2.28 2.95451 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $109.00 9/4/95 1.11 2.48286 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 140,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 84 4 80 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.425 0.344 0.429 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.21075 0.20952 0.2113 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 18.4674 3.28083 18.1465 
reject Ilo, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
Result on 63-day Hlstorleal Volatillfy 
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R. Flem - SPA War 96 631 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 2.39694 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/19/96 5/4/95 1.06 1.39159 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $62.00 9/14/95 0.39 1.32949 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 111 38 73 
H 1 : P w o P t w u 0.099 0.079 0.108 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.10734 0.12747 0.09466 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 9.67307 3.8434 9.79159 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Pereder - WHL War 95 637 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/27/94 0.22 1.32573 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/31/95 5/18/95 0.73 0.42686 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $33.50 
Issue Size 180,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 78 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.150 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.10188 
Z" (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.0403 
(reject) 
Pereder - HLD War 95 644 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/17/94 0.43 0.44578 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 7/24/95 4/3/95 0.235 0.36522 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $19.00 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 61 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.099 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.06725 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 11.4621 
(reject) 
SG War - HWL War 95 672 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 1.2675 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/21/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.93393 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $36.00 10/10/95 0.33 0.4397 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 250,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 81 41 40 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.144 0.222 0.064 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.12446 0.11301 0.075 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 10.4129 12.5954 5.37528 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
R. Flem - HSBC War 96 682 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 4.4612 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/2/96 3/27/95 2.28 3.55083 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $131.00 9/4/95 1.11 3.33312 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumVaiidDay 110 11 99 
H1 : P w o P t w U 0.188 0.317 0.174 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.10209 0.06717 0.09518 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 19.3192 15.6506 18.1608 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S # sample < 30 (reject) 
Result on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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Pere - SHK Ppt. War 95 696 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 0.89112 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/4/95 4/7/95 0.58 0.15596 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $33.41 
Issue Size 120,000 thousand units ^ 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 41 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.084 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.14597 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 3.69089 
(reject) 
R. Flem - HKT War 95 706 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.35748 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/26/95 
Ex Price $11.90 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 91 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.030 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.02138 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.5236 
(reject) 
CL Fin - HWL War 95 708 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 0.80411 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/25/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.0623 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $22.50 
Issue Size 29,599 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 6 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.744 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.16864 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 10.8083 
# sample < 30 
Pere - HSBC War 95 Mar 768 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.65498 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/20/95 
Ex. Price $79.50 
Issue Sizo 9 9 , 9 9 2 thousand units 一 — 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! 
a 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! 
# sample < 30 
Pereder - BEA War 95 979 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 2/16/95 0.625 0.52467 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 5/23/95 
Ex. Price $31.80 
Issue Size 120,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 53 
H 1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.404 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.12029 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 24.4726 
(reject) 
Result on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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R. Flem - W & CL War 95 980 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.265 0.36439 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/1/95 1/17/95 0.105 0.70976 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $17.40 9/18/95 0.26 0.21839 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 50,000 thousand units 0 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 3 0 3 
H 1 : P w o P t w u 0.169 #DIV/0! 0.169 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.07053 #DIV/0! 0.07053 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 4.13889 #DIV/0! 4.13889 
# sample < 3 0 # sample <30 # sample <30 
CL - HS Bank War 96 996 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/7/94 0.6 2.49385 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/14/96 4/3/95 2.09 1.87866 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $71.50 9/6/95 0.6 1.56901 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 82 9 73 
H 1 : P w o P t w u 0.200 0.478 0.166 
n 0.05 Stdev 0.13374 0.11259 0.08876 
ZA (2-tails) 1.96 Z 13.532 12.7264 15.9405 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
Pere - BEA War 96 Jan 997 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 2/16/95 0.625 1.02997 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/12/96 8/10/95 0.275 0.91381 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $35.00 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 143 37 106 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.128 0.249 0.085 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.09853 0.08821 0.05915 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 15.481 17.1419 14.8493 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Morgan S - NWD War 96 1036 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/8/94 0.78 0.62198 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/23/96 4/11/95 0.28 1.16283 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $29.70 12/1/95 0.78 0.42278 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 187 78 109 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.094 0.183 0.030 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.10199 0.09734 0.03636 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 126202 16.6259 8.71749 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
Pereder - HDC War 95 1038 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/30/94 0.34 0.82076 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 9/14/95 4/12/95 0.61 0.65794 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $25.20 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 22 10 12 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.064 0.104 0.030 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.0572 0.05982 0.02499 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 5.2159 5.48826 4.17348 
# sample <30 # sample <30 # sample <30 
Result on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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Schroder - SPA War 96 1068 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/15/94 0.33 2.05286 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 4/15/96 5/4/95 1.06 1.19183 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $53.10 9/14/95 0.39 1.90453 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 14 5 9 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u -0.046 -0.053 -0.042 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.08419 0.12521 0.06026 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z -2.04445 -0.94417 -2.09989 
# sample <30 # sample < 3 0 # sample <30 
SG War - SHKPPT War 96 1084 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 1.31375 may be optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/2/96 4/7/95 0.58 1.80157 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $50.00 11/8/95 1.55 0.46718 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 84 32 52 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.366 0.426 0.328 
« 0.05 Stdev 0.17189 0.22292 0.11904 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 19.4967 10.814 19.8954 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War - HKTEL War 95 1098 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 12/1/94 0.269 0.49521 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/24/95 6/8/95 0.324 0.42285 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $15.60 11/16/95 0.309 0.02129 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 139 54 85 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.039 0.059 0.026 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.03221 0.04122 0.01478 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 14.1832 10.4414 16.3119 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
SG War - CLP War 96 1099 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 6/5/95 0.35 0.46619 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/2/96 8/11/95 0.3 0.74885 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $41.00 11/27/95 0.37 0.25115 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 175,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 131 30 101 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.206 0.188 0.211 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.09398 0.18128 0.04279 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 25.0417 5.68046 49.5241 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
R. Flem - HWL War 95 1107 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/11/94 0.26 1.20589 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 11/29/95 5/9/95 0.67 0.88853 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $34.25 10/10/95 0.33 0.29105 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 216 97 119 
H1 : P w o P t w u 0.147 0.224 0.085 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.10935 0.1109 0.05562 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 19.7922 19.8534 16.6828 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
R«sult on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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CL Fin-CK War 96 1109 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.3664 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/15/96 5/16/95 0.83 0.94794 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $37.75 10/12/95 0.3 0.60717 NOT optimal to early exercise 
I ssue Size 300,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 215 91 124 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.185 0.276 0.119 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.13066 0.1169 0.09541 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 20.8022 22.5435 13.8492 
reject Ho, NOT fairiy priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
ML - HSBC War 95 1116 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.96278 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/8/95 3/27/95 2.28 2.35819 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $87.00 9/4/95 1.11 1.39931 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
H 0 : P w = P tw NumValidDay 100 24 76 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.289 0.611 0.188 
<i 0.05 Stdev 0.26979 0.35057 0.12216 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 10.7219 8.53253 13.4025 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
SBC - HSBC War 95 Dec 1116 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/5/94 0.99659 2.36682 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 12/8/95 3/27/95 2.28 1.88384 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $69.50 9/4/95 1.11 1.11784 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 95,644 thousand units l ： 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 77 17 60 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.156 0.549 0.045 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.2455 0.10734 0.13248 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 5.58199 21.0737 2.62909 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S # sample <30 (reject) 
Carr I - HOPEW War 96 1121 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/5/94 0.19 0.19989 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/30/96 4/6/95 0.1 0.22136 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $6.50 10/26/95 0.1 0.10564 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 2,000,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 247 121 126 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u 0.016 0.020 0.012 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.0134 0.01607 0.00874 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 18.8617 13.6917 15.8211 
reject Ho, NOT fairly priced according to B-S (reject) (reject) 
BZW-HS Bank War 96 1163 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/7/94 0.6 1.93578 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 1/19/96 4/3/95 209 1.45826 may be optimal to early exercise 
Ex Price $55.50 9/6/95 0.6 1.26421 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 100,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 116 
H1 : P w <> P tw u 0.142 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.07557 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 20.2737 
(reject) 
R«sult on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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SG War - Cltic War 96 1166 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 9/6/94 0.13 0.99232 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 2/12/96 5/31/95 0.35 0.36567 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex_ Price $22.60 9/5/95 0.145 0.59999 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 200,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 0 
H 1 : P w <> P tw u #DIV/0! 
« 0.05 Stdev #DIV/0! 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z #DIV/0! 
# sample < 30 
SG War - CK War 96 11G6 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/12/94 0.27 1.4406 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/8/96 5/16/95 0.83 0.99941 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex- Price $39.80 10/12/95 0.3 0.99279 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 75,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 31 
H1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.083 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.07046 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 6.5242 
(reject) 
Nomura - GDIL War 96 1194 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 10/7/94 0.038 0.19986 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/26/96 6/21/95 0.048 0.08192 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex: Price $4.73 10/3/95 0.038 0.13703 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 400,000 thousand units 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 124 
H1 : P w <> P tw u 0.032 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.00711 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 50.0733 
(reject) 
Carr I - SHKPPT War 96 1196 Ex-date HK$ Test for Early Exercise 
Dividend 11/2/94 1.39 1.45002 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Expiry 3/29/96 4/7/95 0.58 1.98859 NOT optimal to early exercise 
Ex. Price $56.00 11/8/95 1.55 1.32144 may be optimal to early exercise 
Issue Size 150,000 thousand units 0_ 
Whole period 1st half 2nd half 
HO : P w = Ptw NumValidDay 82 
H1 : P w<> Ptw u 0.239 
a 0.05 Stdev 0.09798 
Z* (2-tails) 1.96 Z 22.1337 
(reject) 
R«sult on 63-day Historical Volatility 
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CHART- Pw vs PtwBA 
Example : Morgan S - NWD War 96 “1036” 
Swiss B - HLAND War 95 "344" 
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APPENDIX 7 
CHART-Pw vs P twBA 
(Example : Morgan S - NWD War 96) 
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APPENDIX 8 
CHART - HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
Example : New World Development Co. Ltd. “017” 
HSBC Holdings pic. "005" 
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APPENDIX 8 
CHART - HISTORICAL VOLATILITY 
(Example : New World Development Co. Ltd.) 
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Books and Periodicals 
Bodie Zvi, Kane Alex and Marcus Alan J. Investments 2nd ed. Irwin: Boston 1993. 
Brealey Richard A. and Myers Stewart C. Principles of Corporate Finance 4th ed. 
McGraw-Hill: New York 1991. 
Hull John C. Introduction to Futures and Options Markets 2nd ed. 
Prentice-Hall: Englewood Cliffs 1995. 
Hull John C. Options^ Fiiiures, and Other Derivative Securities 2nd ed. 
Prentice-HaHL Englewood Cliffs 1993. 
Watson ColJin, Billingsley Patrick, Croft James, Huntsberger David. Statistics for 
Management and Economics 5th ed. Allya and Bacon: Boston 1993. 
Weston J. Fred and Cop eland Thomas E. Managerial Finance 8th ed. 
Dryden: Chicago 1986. 
The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong. Monthly Market Statistics (various issues) 
Hie Stock Excliange of Hong Kong. Securities Journal (various issues) 
Hong Kong Economic Times (various issues) 
South Cliina Morning Post (various issues) 
Interviews 
Garbiel Wong. Nomura Research Institute Hong Kong Ltd‘ 
Interview, September 1995 and February 1996. 
Victor Chung. Paribas Capital Market Group Ltd. Interview, February 1996. 
Staff ill Credit Lyonnais Securities (Asia) Ltd. and Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Ltd. 
who are vmwilling to reveal their identities. Interviews, March 1996. 
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